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DX cooling coil (DCC) systems have dominated light commercial and 
household applications in the U.S for several decades. Approximately 14.5% of energy 
use is consumed by space cooling in commercial buildings, whereas 87% of households 
are installed with air-conditioners. Improper installation, poor design, and lack of 
optimized control/operations incur faults in HVAC systems causing 25% to 50% 
energy waste in a building. These consequences are subject to inefficient equipment 
modelling of which is developed from: (1) insufficient understanding in equipment 
characteristics, (2) uncertainties in testing environment and data, and (3) access and 
cost limitations. Therefore, in this thesis DCC inherent characteristics are investigated 
by using manufacturers’ data to improve DCC modelling procedures. 
Model based control/optimization of DCC methods are: white-box (theoretical-
based and physical-based), requiring particular equipment physical geometries, and 
black-box (empirical-based), requiring high-qualitied data for performance mapping. 
In practice, physical geometries and laboratory testing data are not always available or 
not accurate enough to provide robust approximations and validations. A generic 
rating-data-based (GRDB) model, which can accurately predict roof top unit (RTU) 
capacities, is derived from readily available manufacturers’ data, and the model format 
is based on measured environment temperatures and air flow rates (CFM). 
Accordingly, GRDB will be re-examined and extensively applied to mini-split heat 
pumps (MSHPs). Unlike RTUs, MSHPs’ manufacturing performance data ranges are 
limited, so intensive understanding of DCC inherent characteristics are essential to 
create more accurate models. In accordance, the characteristics are examined by air 
principles and fundamentals of vapor compression cycle (VCC), and illustrated by 
normalized capacities (NCAPs) and sensible heating ratio (SHR) plots. In addition, 
new DCC modelling procedures are proposed in this research. 
Finally, the improved GRDB for MSHPs, validated by laboratory data, shows 
relative errors ranged from 12.5% to -8.6%. In addition, the proposed inherent 
characteristic hypotheses are validated using manufacturers’ data from various 
conditions and systems. The results show correlations in associated with proposed 
hypotheses. Profound understanding of DCC inherent characteristics in this research 
could lead to better modelling procedures as it could lessen model complexity and 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
The demand for HVAC equipment in U.S. households rises 6.8% continuously and 
is expected to reach $20.4 billion in 2019. Unitary heat pumps and room air conditioners 
will account for $14.8 billion, up to 73% of all HVAC equipment demand in 2019 (“HVAC 
Equipment,” 2015). From a study in 2011, 87% of households in the U.S. have air 
conditioners (ACs)—an almost 20% increase from 1993 (RECS, 2011). Also, improper 
installation, poor design, and lack or optimized control/operations incur faults in HVAC 
systems causing 25% to 50% of energy waste in buildings (Yu, et al., 2014). On the other 
hand, the trend of energy consumption for space heating and cooling declined from 58% 
in 1993 to 48% in 2009. Although newly-built homes are larger, they consume less energy 
than existing homes. The study shows that the average energy consumption per household 
decreased about 30 million British thermal units (Btu) from 1980 to 2009 (RECS, 2012) 
due to advances in technology that have increased efficiency in household equipment. 
Despite the reduction of energy consumption in space heating and cooling, air-conditioning 
of newly-built homes in 2009 consume 56% more energy in space cooling than that of 
homes built before 2000. This increase in energy consumption provides an opportunity to 
improve air conditioning equipment performance.  
Space cooling accounts for 14.5% of energy use in the U.S. for commercial 
buildings (Cheung & Braun, 2014), and 6% of the total primary energy use in the U.S. is 
consumed by residential buildings. RTUs consume 62% of the total energy use in the 
commercial sector. More specifically, RTUs account for half of the energy use in light 




conditioning dominates the majority of AC in U.S. households by 60%, while window- 
and wall- units account for only 20% of household use (RECS, 2013). A study by the 
Department of Energy (DOE) shows $29 billion is spent each year to cool down 
homeowners’ spaces (DOE, 2014). 
Outdoor air temperature is one of the parameters which impact cooling 
performance. Although indoor temperature affects the cooling ability of equipment, it 
typically has a constant temperature setup between 70 to 80oF in summer. In addition, space 
humidity level has significant impact on both comfort and equipment performance. High 
relative humidity (RH) results in space overcooling or out-of-comfort-range RH of 30-60% 
during the summer cooling season (Z. Li & Deng, 2007). Moreover, using multiple linear 
regression to analyze equipment operation, reducing indoor RH from 55 to 30% could 
possibly reduce energy consumption (Woradechjumroen et al., 2015). In subtropical and 
tropical areas that are hot and humid in summer, humidity-control plays an important role 
in maintaining comfort.  Energy efficiency ratio (EER) can be increased by expanding the 
evaporating surface, thereby reducing the condensing and evaporating temperature (Tcond 
and Tevap) gap and decreasing moisture removal capacity in the evaporating coil. However, 
if the temperature maintained in the conditioned space is satisfactory, RH may not be in 
control (Li et al., 2006). Another example of humidity impact in commercial buildings by 
Henderson in 2005 demonstrates that runtime fraction degrades humidity removal in 
packaged units. When compressors are in the rest state, latent removal ability halts and 
humidity level will start to accumulate in the spaces due to moisture emission occupants 
and infiltration (Henderson, 2005). Accordingly, Woradechjumroen studied oversizing 




oversized by 25%, resulting in longer runtime fration (RTF) and leading to humidity 
addition in stores.  
In the 1990’s as the cost of measuring devices decreased, fault detection and 
diagnostics (FDD) research started to grow, though FDD applications have been previously 
applied in such critical systems that require crucial control and monitoring to which minor 
failures could lead to loss of life and property (Li & Braun, 2007). In 1998, Breuker and 
Braun studied common faults in RTUs by surveying and analyzing 6,000 of their recorded 
fault cases (Breuker & Braun, 1998). Li and Braun developed decoupling features of 
simultaneous faults in simple vapor compression air conditioners and depicted factors 
related to the degradation of fault operation in such systems (Li & Braun, 2007b). Although 
the growth of FDD technologies is astonishing, the study of actual benefits of FDD findings 
are limited. The benefits of automated FDDs (AFDDs) are not only associated with 
location and application, it varies by the cost of sensing devices. The cost of some sensing 
devices are still too expensive to be applicable.  
Virtual sensors utilize measurements from other variables associated with 
mathematical models from other principal sensors to generate desired measurement outputs 
(Cheung & Braun, 2014). With solid design, the cost of virtual sensors could be relatively 
low. Virtual sensing technologies have been introduced in the market for decades and 
widely used in process controls and automobiles, though not many such sensing 
applications are installed in building systems due to the conventional thought of which 
physical sensors are more robust and reliable. Li et al., 2011 reviewed virtual sensing 
techniques in buildings and their benefits in building applications. An example of virtual 




capacity and SHR is given (Yang & Li, 2011). Utilizing low-cost virtual sensors, Li and 
Braun address the economic impact of AFDDs applied to RTUs in California and found 
two major savings in service and operating costs that potentially save 70% of annual 
service cost and $5 to $51/kW.year of operating cost depending on the location and 
application (H. Li & Braun, 2007). 
Present FDDs on the market still needs improvements. Although the technology 
can detect and diagnose inherent faults, not all the faults require immediate maintenance. 
Moreover, there are no standard or evaluating tools to measure the performance of FDD. 
In 2013, Yuill and Braun proposed a method of evaluating the performances of FDD 
protocol by collecting fault responses relative to the fault’s impacts on performance and 
compare the collected data with fault and un-faulted measurement data. The case study 
protocol in the paper shows more than 50% of alarms triggered with no fault, 26% with 
miss diagnosis and 32% with not detecting inherent faults. 
In summary, the performance of control and FDD models still needs improvement 
to be widely implemented. In addition, engineering models or empirical models are the 
majority of modelling methods that have been implemented because an empirical model 
can be created without understanding equipment characteristics (input-output). In order to 
achieve a solid model, understanding of devices’ characteristics are required and will be 








1.2. Literature Review 
1.2.1. Residential Air-conditioning Equipment and MSHP 
AHRI1 defines small unitary equipment as one piece, a matched split system, or an 
air source heat pump whose capacity is less than 65,000 Btu/h and most air-conditioning 
equipped vapor compression devices (AHRI, 2016). 
Packaged systems are systems that have an evaporator and condenser combined in 
one single unit. Packaged systems installed on the rooftop are called RTUs A system 
requires ductwork and additional fans to deliver air to conditioned spaces. Other packaged 
units are window types which are installed on perimeter walls adjacent to an outdoor 
environment and require no ductwork.  
Split systems are systems that have two components: an indoor and outdoor unit. 
The outdoor unit comprises a heat exchanger and compressor while the indoor unit 
comprises a heat exchanger and expansion device. Heat pumps are included in a split 
system as well. In addition, split systems can be subdivided into ducted and ductless 
systems.  
Developed in Japan, ductless heat pumps (DHPs) dominate air-conditioning market 
share in Asian and European countries, but only 1% were installed in the U.S. This system 
has high efficiency, less complexity and requires less storage space during installation due 
to the absence of duct work. Also, it has the ability to be individually controlled and 
operated in specified spaces. Advantages of DHPs include comfort, low electricity 
consumption, ability to cool and heat in a single unit, and low-cost installation (Hlavinka 
                                                          




et al., 2016). Due to new emerging technology of variable speed compressors and control 
systems, in 2006, the U.S. started to adopt this technology (Storm & Baylon, 2012). In 
2007, approximately 250,000 to 300,000 DHPs were sold in the U.S. despite the reduction 
of newly-constructed houses in North America due to the system’s high efficiency and 
retrofit application (NAHB, 2008). As a result of this rapid growth, Nation Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) performed an investigation of actual systems’ performance of 
installed units in the U.S. and generated performance testing standards for this system. Two 
mini-split heat pumps (MSHPs) were selected to measure the performance for the first 
time. In the rated condition, both systems performed as documented by the manufacturers. 
However, in other humidity and temperature conditions heating and cooling capacities 
fluctuated 40% above to 54% below the manufacturer reported values (Winkler, 2011). 
Multi-split systems are systems that have a single outdoor unit and various indoor 
units to serve multiple zones used in large residential homes and medium to large 
commercial buildings. Multi-split systems with variable refrigerant flow (VRF) 
technologies are utilized to regulate refrigerant flow by using a variable speed compressor 
and electronic expansion valves (EEVs). Also, a four-way valve is equipped to enable 
heating and cooling in a single outdoor unit (Aynur, 2010). VRF systems were introduced 
in Japan more than 20 years ago, and have been widely adopted in European countries 
since 1987. Half of medium-sized commercial buildings up to 70,000 ft2 and one-third of 
large commercial buildings in Japan have adopted this technology (Goetzler, 2007). A 
recent study by Aynur also shows that a single outdoor unit can serve up to 60 indoor units, 
a rapid jump from 20 units in 2007. Recently, the author surveyed the air-conditioning 




number of VRF manufactures attending the EXPO from 2015. Many manufacturer’s VRF 
systems are able to simultaneously operate in both heating and cooling modes. Due to the 
growth of the VRF market, a new performance rating approach for this system has been 
suggested by (Su, et al., 2014). Lawrence Berkeley National laboratory also created and 
validated a new VRF module to replace the existing module in EnergyPlus and has already 
been intergraded in EnergyPlus 8.4 in 2016 (Hong et al., 2016).  
1.2.2. Virtual Sensing and FDD Technologies 
Virtual sensing technologies has been developed to tackle difficult-to-measure or 
expensive sensors by using mathematical models and outputs from other inexpensive 
sensors. This sensing technology has been extensively used in critical systems and 
automobiles, but not widely employed in buildings due to insufficient market demands for 
which factories could not mass produce them (H. Li et al., 2011). In building application, 
some sensors are sensitive to installation location. For instance, mixed air temperature and 
supply air temperature sensors are installed in air mixing chambers and supply air ducts, 
respectively. However, sensors in those locations might incorrectly read the temperatures 
due to un-uniform air and the radiation of heat generated by fans and coils (D. Yu et al., 
2011). In 2009, Wichman and Braun created virtual mixed air temperature (MAT) by using 
temperature sensors in five points: mixed, supply, return, and outdoor air, and damper 
positions. Moreover, Yu 2011 suggests virtually calibrated supply air flowrate (SAT) for 
RTUs by correlating offset errors with available system measurement of outdoor air 
damper position, manufacturer-installed SAT and outdoor air temperature (OAT). In some 
cases, it is difficult to install sensors in operating systems without non-invasive approaches. 




for all of the important pressures in vapor-compression cycles which include compressor 
discharge line, condensing, liquid line, evaporating and suction line pressure points. 
Conventionally, refrigeration charge could be measured by evacuating system refrigerant 
and weighing the removed charge and recharge back to the system. Kim & Braun, 2008 
suggested low-cost non-invasive refrigerant charge measurement. In addition, compressor 
power consumption can be virtually measured by using performance mapping equations 
suggested by ANSI/AHRI Standard 540-2015, 2015. All virtual sensors for buildings can 
be classified by the hierarchy of systemization of virtual sensors (SoVS) as shown in Figure 
1-1 (H. Li et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 1-1 Hierarchy scheme of SoVS by Li, et al., 2011 
FDD detects early state of identification and isolation of preliminary faults for those 
that are not violate enough to cause major degradation or failure, and thus preventive 
actions can be performed beforehand (Li, et al., 2007). Rossi & Braun, 1997 instituted 
statistical rule-based FDD methods by comparing directional changes of system residuals 
withaunique sets of rules distinct to each fault. In relation to a previous study, Chen and 
Braun 2000, purposed a simple FDDmethod for packaged ACs by which seven common 
faults are implemented in the ACs by physically changing system operating condtions as 




procedures of FDDs for unitary HVAC systems have been purposed as shown in Figure 
1-2 
Table 1-1 Method of implementing seven faults and levels simulated (Chen & Braun, 2000) 
 
 
Figure 1-2 Generic procedures of FDDs for unitary HVAC system (Katipamula & Brambley, 2005) 
The majority of FDD researches account single faults imposed. However, actual 




the impact of each fault imposed to a system, wherein the unit shows distinctive 
performance associated with each fault, which could be used as a standard to verify newly-
innovated FDD models. In order to address multiple simultaneous faults, fault-decoupling 
is necessary (H. Li & Braun, 2007). Accordingly, Li developed model-based FDD based 
on fault decoupling features and virtual sensors. 
 Most FDD research publications (45%) focus on air-handling units (AHUs) 
followed by packaged air-conditioning systems (20%) and chillers (18%) (Li, et al., 2007). 
Those systems are commonly installed in medium to large commercial buildings. On the 
other hand, only 2% of publications study other system’s FDDs including residential ACs 
such as heat pumps and split systems. The majority of FDDs in residential heat pumps and 
split systems come from Korea and Japan who invented split systems. M. Kim et al., 2009 
investigated heat pump performance operating in cooling mode with one of seven common 
faults1 imposed at a time, and estimated the level of the fault’s impact by energy efficiency 
ratio (EER) following a study of normalized performance of residential heat pumps with a 
single fault imposed. This study also introduced two additional faults for heat pump 
systems which are (1) improper electrical line voltage and (2) improper liquid line 
refrigeration sub cooling (Cho et al., 2014). FDDs for heat pumps based on virtual sensors 
were introduced by W. Kim, 2013. Also, Cho, et al decribed nine different fault 
characteristics, and illustrated normalized performance parameters for residential heat 





1.2.3. Cooling Performance Models 
Performance modelling methods can be roughly divided by their methodologies. 
White box or physical models formulate models based on fundamental theory and physical 
configurations. Black-box models are based on historical data (data-driven), and utilized 
statistical methods to generate models. These models typically have no physical meaning 
(Katipamula & Brambley, 2005). The examples models are as follows:  
Purdue University developed ACMODEL to simulate air conditioner and heat 
pump performance by using VCC component configurations to formulate coil models. 
Empirical modelling methods are applied to compressor modules to predict mass flow rate 
and power consumption. CoilDesigner is also a physical-based model developed by the 
University of Maryland. In addition, NREL developed performance mapping (black-box) 
to evaluate MSHP’s system performance. Wang et al, simplify control and optimization of 
water-cooled coils by employing hybrid modelling of which the model structures are 
formulated from physical models or manufacturer’s data.  
Unlike heating mode operation, AC coils have unique characteristics due to 
properties of moist air entering evaporating coils (Taie) which possibly formulate two coil 
operating conditions: wet and dry coils. Wet coils accumulate condensed water in which 
dew point of Taie is higher than that of coil surface-temperature resulting in water 
condensate accumulated in the coils. In this condition, SHR is less than 1. On the other 
hand, dry coil performance is directly associated with sensible cooling where SHR equals 
1. In mixed condition where SHR approaches 1 from null, an inflection point is created 





Figure 1-3 The characteristics of normalized total cooling capacity, sensible heating ratio, and wet-bulb 
temperature of air entering coil (WBaie) with dry-bulb temperature (Taie), outdoor temperature (OAT) and 
air flowrate (CFM) (Yang, et al., 2013) 
Yang et al., 2013 purposed a GRDB coil-modelling method by second order 
polynomial regression. The model first defines operating conditions by utilizing equipment 
SHR to separate wet from dry conditions as shown in Figure 1-3. The critical line on Figure 
1-3 shows the inflected conditions in which wet coil operating characteristics are distinct 





1.3. Motivation and Objectives 
From background and literature review, motivation and objectives of this research 
can be outlined as follows: 
- Equipment having expansion devices are energy efficient devices for heating 
and cooling in buildings. They are extensively used in a variety of applications 
for commercial and residential use. Higher capacity units of more than 5 to 20 
tons are applied in commercial sections while smaller units of less than 5 tons 
are applied in light commercial and residential use. 
- A cooling operation is a major concern in this study since, though many studies 
published cooling coil capacity models, there are only few studies concerning 
cooling coil intrinsic characteristics. Moreover, most cooling equipment in 
tropical areas concern sensible cooling and meeting temperature set points. In 
fact, in those tropical zones, humidity accounts for the majority of cooling load 
in conditioned spaces (Xu, Xia et al., 2010) 
- It is difficult and time consuming to find or create accurate laboratory testing 
data either for modelling or validating aspects.  
- The study of cooling coil from Henderson and Yang show normalizing and 
scaling abilities of cooling coil performance. Those abilities can be utilized to 
improve cooling coil modelling procedures by reducing model’s complexity 
and computational time. 
Consequently, the objectives of the research are: (1) to study the arrangement of 
available performance rating data of various DX2cooling systems from different 
                                                          




manufactures, (2) to investigate cooling coil characteristics using air properties and 
fundamentals of refrigeration cycle, (3) hypothesize normalizing and scaling ability of 
cooling coil characteristics, and (4) to validate cooling coil characteristic hypotheses by 
using manufacturers’ data.   
1.4. Methodology 
The methodology and ideas of research come from the fact that equipment must 
have its own principles or certain properties based on calculations, statistical analyses, 
fundamental theories and so on. Therefore, we should be able to trace back to its root 
characteristics, and thus the equipment can be manipulated and controlled more effectively. 
To understand equipment characteristics, two analytical methods are employed: 
- Theoretical analysis of air principles and refrigeration cycles is utilized in this 
research to identify DX-cooling coil air conditioning characteristics in order to 
define essential input and output variables and their relationship. 
- Analysis of manufacturer’s cooling performance data is employed since they 
are generic, accurate and freely available. The data is used for both validations 
of hypotheses graphically and coil characteristics analysis. 
1.5. Thesis Organization 
With a background in virtual sensing, FDD technologies and capacity modelling 
methods are described in the literature review of this chapter concerning applications for 
vapor compression air conditioners. The idea of investigating cooling coil inherent 




Chapter 2 demonstrates data resources, how performance data is displayed, and 
how to make use of the data for cooling performance analysis. Chapter 3 describes cooling 
coil characteristics by theoretical and graphical analysis using psychrometric properties, 
defines input and output variables for DX-cooling coil equipment utilizing air-side 
properties and refrigerant cycle analysis, and sets up a hypothesis of DX-cooling coil 
inherent characteristics. Chapter 4 validates the hypothesis from chapter 3 with various 
types of system data from different manufacturers, and suggests critical point estimating 
methods. Since cooling coil operating practices passing these critical points produces 
different capacity throughputs, cooling capacities are handled separately Finally, Chapter 
5 summarizes and concludes the contributions from this research as well as 






CHAPTER 2. DATA SOURCES 
2.1. Overview 
In the U.S., there are plenty of test data sets available from previous researches and 
projects, particularly commercial equipment such as RTUs and AHUs, for the purpose of 
formulating building-related FDDs techniques and models, and validations. Unfortunately, 
there are handful publications for residential ACs particularly ductless heat pumps (DHPs) 
in the U.S. Majority of publications for DHPs are from Asian countries, outstandingly from 
Korea.  National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) acknowledges the importance of 
systemized codes and standard for this technology; therefore, 2 mini-split heat pumps were 
tested in regard to existing test standard for heat pump (ANSI/AHRI, 2012). However, 
those training data sets are not freely available for researchers to access, or though the 
available data might not match required conditions. For example, large data sets from 
NREL are conducted according to ANSI/AHRI standard 240, so most of available data is 
at the standard rating conditions which are inadequate to study the characteristics of cooling 
coils. Fortunately, in the U.S., manufacturers’ data are immensely informative and freely 
available.  
2.2. Laboratory Data 
Two sets of MSHPs’ testing data under steady state condition for Fujitsu 12RLS 
and Mitsubishi FE12NA are from Herrick Laboratories. Wide range of test conditions were 
performed under controlled condition in psychrometric chamber. Table 2-1 shows 






Table 2-1 Manufacturers’ reported data for Fujitsu 12RLS and Mitsubishi FE12NA 
Model Unit Fujitsu 12RLS3 Mitsubishi FE12NA4 
Outdoor Unit – ASU12RLS MUZ-FE12NA 
Indoor Unit – AOU12RLS MSZ-FE12NA 
Seasonal energy-efficiency ratio (SEER) Btu/h-W 25 23 
Heating seasonal performance factor 
(HSPF) 
Btu/h-W 12 10.6 
Rated cooling capacity Btu/h 12,000 12,000 
Cooling capacity range Btu/h 3,800–14,500 2,800–12,000 
Cooling energy efficiency ratio (EER) Btu/h-W 14.46 12.9 
Rated heating capacity Btu/h 16,000 13,600 
Heating capacity range Btu/h 3,100–24,000 3,000–21,000 
Heating coefficient of performance (COP) – 3.9 4.2 
Rated air flow rate cfm 453 350 
 
A large number of data were performed at: indoor dry-bulb temperature (DBaie) of 
mostly 80ᵒF within the range of 70 to 86ᵒF, indoor wet-bulb temperature (WBaie) within 
the range of 45 to 75ᵒF and outdoor temperature (OAT) range of 67 to 11ᵒF. Those 
conditions were selected based on ANSI/AHRI 240. However, WBaie data from laboratory 
were not directly measured, so they will be calculated by moist air properties of dew point 
temperature of air entering evaporator (DPaie) and DBaie in Engineering Equation Solver 
(EES). 
In addition, the units were tested at different air flow rates (CFM) of low, medium, 
high speeds, and at various compressors speed of minimum, intermediate and high 
compressor speeds. The CFMrated for each unit are as stated in Table 2-1 
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The provided laboratory data named fan speeds and compressors speed as “intended 
speed”; however, actual operating conditions might vary regarding the temperature setup 
conditions. An example of training data is provided in Appendix A.This laboratory data 
will be used to evaluate GRDB model which will be further described in Chapter 3  
2.3. Manufacturing Data 
2.3.1. Manufacturing data for GRDB 
The study of GRDB model applying to MSHPs system will be performed to evaluate 
performance of MSHPs at rating conditions. Each manufacturer had its own testing 
standard. Therefore, each data set should be understood before being utilized. 
2.3.1.1. Mitsubishi FE12NA data 
Mitsubishi elaborates their cooling performance data by fixed dry-bulb temperature 
(DBaie) at 80 F, varying wet-bulb (WBaie) temperature of 63, 67 and 71 F, and outdoor 
temperature (OAT) are at 75, 85, 95, 105 and 115 F (see Table C-1). Also, Mitsubishi 
provides extended data range for cooling performance (see Table C-2). In addition, 
laboratory data provided data mostly at rated CFM of 350. 
2.3.1.2. Fujitsu 12RLS data 
Fujitsu arranges data differently from the Mitsubishi’s. Unlike, the prior 
manufacturer where dry-bulb temperature (DB) is fixed at 80 ᵒF for all data, the Fujitsu 
couples indoor WB and DB, and variates OAT (see Table C-2). In addition, CFMrated data 




2.3.2. Other Manufacturing data 
Other manufacturers’ data sets used in this study are mostly for residential 
applications (package units and heat pumps) whose performance are below 65,000 Btu/h, 
and these data sets will be used in normalizing and scaling ability analysis in Chapter 4. 
Manufacturers’ data included in these study are from various makers, i.e. Carrier, 
Goodman, Lennox, Trane, York, Daikin, Fujitsu and Mitsubishi. All data, used in the 
analysis Chapter 4, will be divided by types: Mini-split heat pumps (MSHPs), split heat 
pumps (SHPs) and package units, and are in Appendix C, Appendix E, and Appendix F 
respectively. The arrangement of data for each manufacture is explained below 
 MSHPs data for most systems couples DBaie and WBaie except Mitsubishi’s 
displaying data at fix 80ᵒF of DBaie. 
 SHPs data typically fix DBaie at 80ᵒF with various CFMs, OATs and DBaie 
conditions. However, Goodman provides additional DB data ranges of 70, 75, 
80 and 85 ᵒF. 







CHAPTER 3. COOLING COIL CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS AND ITS 
HYPOPTHESIS SETUP. 
3.1. Cooling Coil Operating Condition 
Air-conditioning operation is considered a steady state process since an initial 
condition will not rapidly changed by modifying inputs. As a result, cooling performance 
can be calculated in steady state conditions. Figure 3-1 represents schematic of cooling coil 
process and its concerned inputs outputs,  
 
Figure 3-1 Schematic of cooling coil process 
where: ?̇? is mass flow rate, ω is humidity ration, and h is enthalpy of moist air.  
Air condition at a fixed pressure can be elaborated on psychrometric chart by a 
combination point of 2 properties of air as shown in Figure 3-2, and the process of air can 
be illustrated by lines drawn between 2 condition points. In addition, directions of the 
plotted lines on the chart represent alteration of initial condition (x) to terminated condition 
(1-8) of air in the process where Figure 3-3 demonstrates air condition processes by their 
moving directions.  
?̇?𝑎,𝑖𝑛, 𝜔𝑖𝑛, ℎ𝑖𝑛 ?̇?𝑎,𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝜔𝑜𝑢𝑡, ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 






Figure 3-2 Air properties at a fixed pressure. 
 
Figure 3-3 Air processing in AC equipment on the psychrometric chart 
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Left-dashed lines refer to air cooling processes. However, ACs in cooling mode 
operate on sensible cooling (2) and sensible with latent cooling (3), so cooling coil can 
dehumidify air without additional equipment. In addition, a fundamental cooling process 
in a coil can be presented in a triangle on the psychrometric chart. Enthalpy (h) difference 
of two points is cooling capacity: Horizontal line denotes sensible capacity (Q
s
̇ ) and the 
vertical process denotes latent capacity (Q̇𝐿) (see Figure 3-3). While changing of water 
content in the process is relatively small and can be neglected, as regards, total cooling, 
sensible cooling, latent cooling and SHR can be calculated by using enthalpy between two 
conditions as shown in Equation 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. 
 ?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑎(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝐵) ( 3.1 ) 
 ?̇?𝑠 = ?̇?𝑎(ℎ𝑋 − ℎ𝐵) ( 3.2 ) 
 ?̇?𝐿 = ?̇?𝑎(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝑋) ( 3.3 ) 
Where ?̇?𝑎,𝐴 = ?̇?𝑎,𝐵 = ?̇?𝑎  














( 3.4 ) 
Cooling operations in AC systems reduce indoor air temperature. There are two 
operating ranges of wet and dry while removing energy from entering air. Cooling in dry-
coiled condition will maintain humidity ratio of air entering evaporator, thereby no 
dehumidification. On the other hand, cooling in wet-coiled condition, coils inhere ability 






3.1.1. Dry Coil 
Dry-coiled cooling is the process of removing energy and reducing air temperature, 





 are equivalent.  
Where 𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1 ( 3.5 ) 
 𝜔𝐴 = 𝜔𝐵 ( 3.6 ) 
 ?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑠 = ?̇?𝑎(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝐵) ( 3.7 ) 
Then ?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑠 = ?̇?𝑎𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝐴 − 𝑇𝐵) ( 3.8 ) 
Equation 3-8 typifies that dry coil cooling is a function of air mass flow rate (ṁa) and dry-
bulb temperature elaborated by Figure 3-4, and no dehumidification and moisture addition 





Figure 3-4 Cooling process of dry coil 
3.1.2. Wet coil 
Wet-coiled cooling withdraws energy from entering air in two ways: sensible 
cooling, and latent cooling from which moisture is removed. From Equation( 3.2 ), sensible 
cooling can be rewritten (See Equation ( 3.9 )).  
 ?̇?𝑠 = ?̇?𝑎(ℎ𝑋 − ℎ𝐵) ( 3.2 ) 
 ?̇?𝑠 = ?̇?𝑎𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝑋 − 𝑇𝐵) ( 3.9 ) 
Total cooling capacity, however, is not affected by varying TA as shown in Figure 3-5. 
Though varying TA, point A will ride on a WBA line.  Therefore, Equation ( 3.1 ) can be 
rewritten as a function of WBs as follows: 
 ?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑎(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝐵) ( 3.1 ) 

































Where TB = WBB, and Cwb@sat is specific heat of wet coil. 
 
Figure 3-5 Wet-coiled cooling in AC equipment 




. From Equation ( 3.1 ) and ( 3.3 ), SHR can be reformulated 
as follow (See Figure 3-5). 
Or 











( 3.11 ) 
3.1.3. Actual cooling coil operation 
In actual operation, throughputs of air passing cooling coils will not absolutely 
exchange energy with coils or condensate water. Therefore, the air which is exposure to 








































partly contact with coil will partially transformed. Finally, bypass air will neither be 
dehumidified nor processed.   
 
Figure 3-6 Process of air passing through cooling coil 
Figure 3-7 illustrates a cooling wet-coil process with air partially bypassing through the 
coil. The ratio of actual enthalpy changes to ideal non-bypass enthalpy changes. 


























Figure 3-7 Actual cooling wet-coil process with bypass air 
 Wet coils, where SHR less than 1, will have smaller BF since the saturated or 
condensate water blocks the inlet air; thus the air cannot clutch through coils and fins 
thoroughly. On the other hand, dry coils have larger BF due to the fact that no condensate 
obstructing the air pathway. According to Figure 3-6, considering CFM passing through 
coil: When CFM increases, BF is relatively increase since coil surface remains constant, 
thereby enlarging the ratio of bypass air.  
3.2. DX Cooling coil model mechanism 
A cooling coil model algorithm in this research is based on GRDB developed by 
Yang, et al., 2010 in which dependent and independent variables of  SHR and Q̇
t
 will be 
considered based on temperatures and air flow rates. DX cooling components are 
compressors, comdensers, expansion devices, and evaporators. Thoes components operate 




Equipment operates assosiated with equipment’s setup and feedbacck signals from various 
sensors measuring driving conditions for each component. Li et all, determine complete 
refirgeration cycle driving conditions and their essential enabled physical and virtual 
sensors as shown in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9. 
Vapor compression cycle air-conditioning (VCC-AC) components handle 
refrigerant differently. We can roughly bracket system components by their temperature 
operating ranges: high temperature and low temperature. The high temperature 
components are compressors and condensers, and the lower temperature components are 
expansion devices and evaporators. A compressor will compress low temperature 
refrigerant leaving an evaporator to high temperature and high energy gas. Then condenser 
will emit the energy to environment. These two component combinations represent outdoor 
units. Conversely, an expansion device will expand refrigerant specific volume and reduce 
temperature simultaneously. Then evaporated refrigerant withdraws energy from a 
conditioned space in a constant refrigerant phase-changing process through the evaporator. 






Figure 3-8 An intelligent air-conditioner schematic with enabled virtual sensors 
 
Figure 3-9 An air-conditioner enabled with physical and virtual sensors 
Since refrigeration cycles are close-loop systems in which there is no loss in 
refrigerant during the operation unless refrigerant leakes, so the system manipulates 
refrigerant according to driving conditions which could be described upon pressure-




handled with their own properties, and their principles can be delineated on the 
psychometric chart.   
Considering air-side and refrigerant sides of VCC-AC systems,  those sides can be 
sperately evaluated. For a VCCAC equipment, basic schematic with driving variables can 
be writen as following Figure 3-10. 
 
Figure 3-10 Vapor compression cooling system and its inputs and outputs. 
  Since air conditions are sluggishly reached set points (from minutes up to an hour), 
thus it could be accounted as a steady state process. Assuming no change in condensing 
fan speeds, dependent variables at the outside unit depends on OAT only. The indoor unit 
side, however, includes indoor fan CFMs because they can be regulated in relative to 
required static pressure in ducts, or for ductless system, in relative to user’s and 




evaporators. Neglecting internal energy in the system boundary, inputs and outputs of VCC 
cooling system are described in Figure 3-11. Specifically, we can define evaporator driving 
conditions and outputs as a function of VCC cooling system inputs; however, dependent 
variables involving in the VCC must be included. Therefore, the evaporator or VCC 
cooling coil model inputs can be illustrated (see Figure 3-12). 
 
Figure 3-11 Normalized inputs and outputs relationship of VCC cooling system 
 
Figure 3-12 VCC cooling coil model 
From Figure 3-12, Q̇t can be rewritten as a function of input variables as shown in Equation 
( 3.14 ) where specifics cooling (Cp ) is constant 
However, Tevap is a function of OAT, CFM and WBaie. 
 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 =  𝑓(𝐶𝐹𝑀,𝑊𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 , 𝑂𝐴𝑇) ( 3.15) 
Therefore, Q̇
t
 can be formulated as a function of independent variables as follows. 
 ?̇?𝑡 = 𝑓(𝐶𝐹𝑀,𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 ,𝑊𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 , 𝑂𝐴𝑇) ( 3.16) 




As described in previous section, cooling coil operates differently regarding coil 
conditions of wet and dry. Considering those conditions, cooling coil model format are 
delineated in Equation (3.18) by combining Equation ( 3.8 ), ( 3.10) and ( 3.11 ). 





















?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡
  , (𝑆𝐻𝑅 < 1)
𝑑𝑟𝑦 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 {
?̇?𝑡 = 𝜌𝑎 ∙ 𝐶𝐹𝑀 ∙ 𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑒 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝)
𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1
?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡
,                (𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1)
 
(3.18) 







𝑤𝑒𝑡 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 {
?̇?𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑊𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 , 𝐶𝐹𝑀, 𝑂𝐴𝑇)
𝑆𝐻𝑅 =  𝑓(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑒 ,𝑊𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 , 𝑂𝐴𝑇, 𝐶𝐹𝑀)
?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡
  , (𝑆𝐻𝑅 < 1)
𝑑𝑟𝑦 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 {
?̇?𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑒 , 𝐶𝐹𝑀, 𝑂𝐴𝑇)
𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1
?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡
,                (𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1)
 
(3.19) 
From the cooling model format, adopting from Yang et al, further analysis of 
cooling coil model mechanism can be performed in following sections. Firstly, cooling coil 
model based on GRDB from Yang 2010 appropriately employed to formulate MSHPs’ 
cooling capacities model. In addition to the analysis, assumptions are made to lessen the 
complexity of the VCC-AC system. 
3.3. Analysis of cooling capacity model mechanism using applied-GRDB for MSHPs 
  As previously described, cooling capacity (CAP) and SHR can be represented as a 
function of independent variables DB, WB, OAT and CFM, and the coil performing 
behaviors during wet or dry operation are distinguishable. Yang et al creates cooling 
performance model by employing compressor performance mapping by using multiple-




manufacturing data. The idea is from the fact that manufactures test their equipment 
performance and display them following the customary standard of ANSI/AHRI 240. 
Therefore, tested performance data is assumedly accurate and can be exerted on data 
mapping to formulate cooling capacity model.  From Figure 3-12, Yang applies this model 
on RTUs and split systems by using this cooling model format to acquire CAP regression: 
𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 {
𝑊𝑒𝑡 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙  (𝑆𝐻𝑅 < 1) {
?̇?𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑊𝐵, 𝐶𝐹𝑀,𝑂𝐴𝑇) 
?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡                     
   
𝐷𝑟𝑦 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 (𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1),   ?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑠 = 𝑓(𝐷𝐵, 𝐶𝐹𝑀,𝑂𝐴𝑇)
 (3.20) 
MUZ-FE12NA and 12RLS models from Mitsubishi and Fujitsu are selected, and the 
performance rated data are provided in Appendix C. From the data resources, though 
MSHPs recently install variable speed compressors and variable speed fans, provided 
performance data captures CAP ranges only at single speed compressor and fan. Since 
CFMs influence CAP a great deal, to maintain CFM effects in the model, CFMs will be 
excluded from the regression, but involved in the equation as a multiplier. Therefore, the 
only regressed data for MLR for MSHPs is WB and OAT, and GRDB’s format will be 
adjusted as follows: 










?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡                     
   













Figure 3-13 GRDB model for MSHPs procedure chart. 
  The step-by-step example of MUZ-FE12NA is provided in Appendix D, and the 
validation of the method is performed in Chapter 4. 
3.4. Analysis of Cooling Coil Characteristics Under Fixed OAT and CFM 
In this section, analysis of cooling coil processes will be formulated upon air-side 
cooling and its principle outlining on the psychrometric chart. Evaporating coil can be 
written as a function of inputs in Figure 3-12. Independent driven conditions are CFMs, 
DBaie, WBaie and a dependent driven condition is evaporating temperature (Tevap) of which 
Determine variable types: 
 Dependent: SHR, CAP and P 
 Independent: OAT, CFM, WB, DB 
Filter coil conditions:  




Select wet-coiled data range and 





= 𝒇( 𝑾𝑩,  𝑶𝑨𝑻 ) 
Coil condition = 
ቄ
𝑊𝑒𝑡 ,  𝑆𝐻𝑅 < 1
𝐷𝑟𝑦,  𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1
 
SHR<1 
Select dry-coil data range and Obtain 














is driven by OAT, WBaie and CFMcond. To simplify the analysis upon principle of air, 
assumptions are made based on a steady-state operation as follows: 
- Environment conditions inertly change: OAT and CFMcond are constant. 
- Neglecting the effect of WBaie on Tevap. 
- No bypass air passed through the evaporator. 
Regarding the assumptions, Tevap is constant, and BF is equal to 0, and the relation of Qt 
and SHR are described as following sections. 
3.4.1. Varying wet-bulb temperature on fixed dry-bulb temperature 
Assuming a steady state condition, DBaie will practically be constant at a certain set 
point (e.g. 75, 80) as well as CFM, whereas OAT is constant at a certain temperature in 
associated with outdoor environment. Accordingly, considering the change of WB at fixed 
CFM, DBaie,OAT and BF, wet coil process on psychrometric will practice as following 





Figure 3-14 Characteristics of coil cooling at fixed CFM, DBaie and OAT in relative to varying WBaie 
According to Figure 3-14, point A and point B, referred to air inlet at evaporator 
(aie) and air outlet at evaporator (aoe) respectively, riding on a constant dry-bulb line as 
WBA  changes. Considering enthalpy differences (∆h = hA-hevap) from Figure 3-14 ∆h 
increases, and the increase rate grows associated with the increase of WBaie. On the other 
hand, decreasing WBaie on fixed DBaie line to the condition where humidity ratio is 
constant throughout the process (ωevap= ωA) and SHR= 1, WB at this point is determined 
as critical point (WBcrit), whereby sensible cooling and total cooling capacity are equal. 
From this point forward, the cooling coil is operating dry, and point A will move in parallel 
with point B on the DBaie line and Tevap respectively as shown in Figure 3-14. 
Consequently, total cooling capacity at dry conditions can be elaborated by dry-bulb 
temperature difference and will maintain constant as long as DB is fixed in accordance 


























Figure 3-15 Cooling capacity and Sensible heating ratio characteristics in relative to WBaie of cooling coil 
with fixed DBaie, OAT and CFM 
Figure 1-1 and Figure 3-15 represent cooling process of Figure 3-14. While 
decreasing WBaie,  Qt and QL decreases accordingly, in contrast to SHR. As shown in 
Equation ( 3.4 ), when Qt decreases, SHR increases since SHR is a ratio of dry air cooling 
to total cooling capacity. Respectively, Qt and SHR remain constant when SHR is equal to 









( 3.4 )  
3.4.2. Varying wet-bulb temperatures under various dry-bulb temperatures 
From previous section, characteristics of Q̇
t
 and 𝑆𝐻𝑅  are elaborated as a function 
of WB under fixed DB. In this section, DB and WB will be involved under constant CFM, 
OAT and Tevap. The changing in cooling coil characteristics depending upon those 






Figure 3-16 Characteristics of coil cooling at fixed CFM, WBaie and OAT in relative to varying DBaie 
Cooling capacity 
Enthalpy difference (∆h) in Figure 3-16 is not effected by varying DBAi on fixed 
WB line in wet-coil condition. On the other hand, if DB continues to increase until it 
converges toward a critical temperature point (CP), the coil turns dry and SHR equals or 
1. After this point, the coil will be functioning in dry condition. Then point B is no longer 
attached the saturation line, and it will move vertically on the Tevap line causing alteration 
in enthalpy. Consequently, cooling capacity, although fixed WB, will continue to rise in 
relative to increasing DB). 
Figure 3-14 demonstrates cooling capacity according to Figure 3-16. At constant 
WBcp lines, though varying DB, enthalpy differences (∆h) in wet conditions are equal due 
to no change in enthalpy (∆hA1=∆hA2=∆hA3=∆hA4). On the other hand, ∆hA5 is greater 




as described in previous section. Although, enthalpy at this point is equivalent to other 
points, however, ∆hA5 changes associated with moving point B as shown in Figure 3-16. 
 
Figure 3-17 Cooling capacity characteristics while varying DBaie on fixed WBaie line at fixed OAT and 
CFM 
In addition, provided all of Ai points proceed on DBAi vertically to the intersect 
points where humidity ratios are equal to ωevap. Those intersect points are called wet-bulb 
critical points (CPAi) where coil conditions turn dry. Therefore, assumed Tevap is constant, 
each process on DB obtain its own CP on different WB conditions. The WBs which 
intersect CPs are determined as critical wet-bulb temperature (WBcrit). 
On the contrary, WBcrit of each fixed DBAi , also appropriately refer to the inflection 
points of SHRs. Therefore, introducing SHRs to Figure 3-14 will outline relationship of 





Figure 3-18 Cooling capacity and SHR characteristics on fixed OAT and CFM 
3.4.3. Further analysis cooling coil characteristics based on principles of air 
The aforementioned section introduces the analysis of cooling capacity and SHR 
on the psychrometric chart and generalize their relations with regard to WB for different 
DB conditions under fixed OAT and CFM. However, Figure 3-15 yet cannot determine the 
exact shapes of both cooling capacity and SHR.  
SHR=1.0 
SHR=0.0 



















































Figure 3-19 Cooling capacity characteristics of varying DBaie on fixed WBaie line at fixed OAT and CFM 
3.4.3.1. SHR characteristics’ model formulation 
Yang, et al., 2010 established SHR and cooling capacity model by generating 
multiple linear regression models from manufacturers’ data for which the capacity model 
can accurately predict cooling capacity within 10% of relative errors. However, the model 
requires further investigation to formulate an accurate SHR model. In  Figure 3-19, 
saturated point S and critical point CP are introduced to cooling coil characteristics 
examining. Saturated point S is the condition in which WB equals DB, and CP is the 
extending point in which WB line crisscrossed with humidity ratio (ωevap) line of saturated 
Tevap. Since S, A and CP lay on the same WB line, their enthalpies are corresponding. 
Therefore, Equation ( 3.11 ) can be reformulated. 
 



















































Where ℎ𝐴 = ℎ𝑐𝑝  
 








Then,   
 




( 3.22 ) 
Equation ( 3.22 ) involves CP to the equation. However, CP can be derived by 
trinomial relation as a function of WB and Tevap as follows. 
 Step 1: Determine Kt and Kwb as slopes of BS̅̅ ̅̅  and CP S̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  respectively.  
 𝐾𝑠 = tan(𝐵)  and  𝐾𝑤𝑏 = tan (𝐶𝑃)  



































 Step 3: Reform the CP as a function of r and temperatures 
 𝐶𝑃 =  (1 + 𝑟)𝑊𝐵 − 𝑟𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 (3.25) 
 Step 4: Reform SHR by incorporating Equation ( 3.22) and (3.25), and calculating 
SHR as a function of DB and WB 







(1 + 𝑟)(𝑊𝐵 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝)
 
(3.26) 
From Equation (3.26), under fixed OAT, CFM and Tevap, SHR relation is the function of 
WB and DBA as follow: 
 𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 𝑓(𝑊𝐵−1, 𝐷𝐵𝐴) (3.27) 
3.4.3.2. Total cooling capacity characteristics’ model formulation 
To formulate total cooling capacity, under fixed Tevap and CFM, from Equation ( 














And deploy derived SHR from Equation (3.26), 
 
(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝐵)  =
𝐶𝑝(𝐷𝐵𝐴 − 𝑇𝐵)
𝐷𝐵𝐴 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝
(1 + 𝑟)(𝑊𝐵 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝)
 
 
Then multiply by air mass flowrate (ṁa). 
 ?̇?𝑡     = ?̇?𝑎 ∙ 𝐶𝑝(1 + 𝑟)(𝑊𝐵 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝) (3.29) 
Equation (3.29), under constant OAT, CFM and Tevap, Q̇t is a function of WB only. 
3.4.4. Characteristics’ model verification using Engineering Equation Solver 
(EES) and Microsoft Excel. 
To plot SHR and Total cooling capacity (Q̇
t
), EES is utilized to calculate parameters 
in associate with the psychrometric chart properties. The plotted conditions consider DB 
between 70 and 90oF, and WB between 50 and 80 oF depending on the limitation of moist 






to WB). To cover all operating conditions, Equation (3.26) and (3.29) are calculated as 
illustrated in Equation (3.30).  






𝑊𝑒𝑡 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 {
𝑆𝐻𝑅 =
𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝
(1 + 𝑟)(𝑊𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝)
?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑎 ∙ 𝐶𝑝(1 + 𝑟)(𝑊𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝)
 
𝐷𝑟𝑦 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 {
𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1
?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑠 = ?̇?𝑎𝐶𝑝(𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑖𝑒 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝)                     
 (3.30) 
Since CFM is constant, From Equation (3.29), the cooling capacity is verified in a form of 
total cooling capacity per volume of air. Then Q̇
t
 can be rearranged as a following equation. 
 ?̇?𝑡
𝐶𝐹𝑀
= 𝜌𝑎(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝) = 𝜌𝑎 ∙ 𝐶𝑝(1 + 𝑟)(𝑊𝐵 − 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝) 
(3.31) 
From the calculation table using EES in Appendix B, normalized cooling capacity can be 
illustrated as follows.  
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Figure 3-21 SHR characteristics in relative to WB 
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3.5. Analysis of Cooling Coil Characteristics Under Constant Indoor Dry-bulb 
Temperature (DB) 
3.5.1. Analysis of Cooling Coil Characteristics Under Fixed DB and CFM 
The previously analysis fixes OAT and DFM condition. Thus constant Tevap can be 
deployed to the investigation. However, outdoor environment always changes and is 
fluctuated. Therefore, the characteristics of cooling coil will be further investigated based 
on varying OAT. From Equation ( 3.15), Tevap is a function of CFM, WB, and OAT. 
Provided that CFM and WB conditions are constant. Tevap is variated on the saturated line 
by regulating OAT. Considering fixed orifice expansion device installed in the VCC 
system, refrigerant mass flowrate is proportional to the throat-area and the square root of 
the pressure difference. The schematic of an expansion device is illustrated as follows.  
 
Figure 3-23 Fundamental of vapor compression cycle illustration 
Using the nomenclature denoted in Figure 3-23, the refrigerant flowrate of the 
expansion device has the formula as follows. 
 ?̇?𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐶𝑘√𝜌𝑢𝑝(𝑃𝑢𝑝 − 𝑃𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛) (3.32) 




Assuming no loss in heat exchangers and refrigerant pipes, evaporating and condensing 
pressures remain constant. Therefore, Equation (3.32) can be reformulated as follows. 
 
?̇?𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐶𝑘√𝜌𝑢𝑝(𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 − 𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝) 
(3.33) 
However, 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑓(𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑) = 𝑓(𝑂𝐴𝑇) (3.34) 





For equation (3.35), evaporating pressure (Pevap) is relative to condensing pressure and the 
device properties. Assuming constant ṁref, from Equation (3.34) and (3.35), Pevap∝Pcond. 
In addition, pressures are functions of refrigerant properties and temperature. Therefore, in 
the constant expansion device, Tevap∝Tcond∝OAT.  
 




From Figure 3-24 Cooling capacity characteristics under fixed DB and CFM when 
Tevap moves on the air saturation line, CPA moves correspondingly, changing the critical 
points where coils turn dry. Since Tevap is relative to OAT, enthalpy differences of sensible 
cooling (hx-hevap) during which coil is dry will increase in relative to OAT. On the other, 
when Tevap increases according to OAT, CP decrease. However, when coil turns wet 
sensible cooling remains constant while latent cooling increases corresponding to 
increasing WB. Furthermore, as shown in Equation ( 3.22 ), SHR has opposite relation to 
CP. Consequently, the increase of CP will oppositely decrease SHR since 
SHR = f(CP-1,Tevap).  




( 3.22 )     
From the above analysis, characteristic of performance variations of fixed-OAT 
conditions can be displayed in Figure 3-25. 
 




where NCAP is normalized total cooling capacity which is a proportion of actual cooling 
capacity over rated cooling capacity. NCAP will be described further in Chapter 4. 
3.5.2. Analysis of Cooling Coil Characteristics Under Fixed DB and OAT 
For fixed OAT and DB conditions, the effects of CFM on cooling coil condition 
can be analyzed. According to cooling capacity (Equation ( 3.1 )), cooling capacity is a 
function of mass flowrate and enthalpy difference.  
 ?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑎(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝐵) = 𝐶𝐹𝑀 ∙ 𝜌𝑎(ℎ𝐴 − ℎ𝐵) 
?̇?𝑡 = 𝐶𝐹𝑀 ∙ 𝜌𝑎(ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑒 − ℎ𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝) 
(3.36) 
Therefore, CFM linearly affects total cooling capacity when Tevap is constant.  
However, in actual operations, Tevap= f(CFM, WBaie, OAT). Provided 
WBaie and OAT are constant, CFM will directly variate Tevap. CFM refers to the exchange 
rate of refrigerant and air passing through coil. Therefore, while increasing CFM, energy 
exchange rate increase, and refrigerant receives more energy from the air. Tevap will slightly 
increase accordingly. When Tevap increases, CP on WB line decreases, in contrast to CPA 
point on DB lines, as shown in Figure 3-24. This means that SHR will slightly rise as 
mentioned correspondingly. Therefore, the impacts of CFM on cooling coil operating 
characteristics can be concluded as follows: 
 Elevate CFM rates will directly increase Q̇
t
 and SHR, and reduce CFM rates will 
decrease both Q̇
t
 and SHR, vice versa. 
 Lower the CFM will decrease SHR due to Tevap drops, this means that, moisture is 
removed more effectively in lower CFM. 
 CPA and CP are virtual points on DB and WB lines respectively. Increasing CFM 




From the above conclusions, characteristic of performance variations of fixed-OAT 
conditions can be displayed in Figure 3-26, where NCFM is normalized CFM which is a 
proportion of actual CFM over rated CFM. 
 
Figure 3-26 Normalized characteristics of cooling coil performance at sixed OAT condition 
3.6. Hypotheses Setup Normalizing and Scaling under Rating Condition  
Air-conditioning is a steady-state process due the sluggishness of temperature 
changing in the environment and conditioned spaces (say in minutes to hours). Since all 
equipment created by humans is based on calculations, assumptions and principles of 
substances, unlike nature, therefore, the characteristics of equipment could be elaborated 
and explained.  
For cooling coils operations, their performance attributes are the relation of 
refrigeration cycles and principles of air on the psychrometric chart. The analysis of 
cooling coil characteristics in this chapter shows that cooling coil performance in steady-




SHR lines in relative to wet-bulb temperature (WB). The analyses were divided in 3 
settings: fixed CFM and OAT, fixed DB and CFM, and fixed DB and OAT. Thus, by 
combining each analysis from previous sections and their impacts on cooling performance, 
normalized hypotheses of cooling coil inherent characteristics can be illustrated as 
following Figure 3-27. 
 
Figure 3-27 Cooling coil characteristics’ hypothesis  
The critical point in Figure 3-27 represents cooling capacity at fixed dry-bulb 
condition in which coil condition starts to transform from wet to dry conditions. Those two 
conditions have significant difference in operating characteristics. When the wet-bulb 
temperature increases at fixed DB condition passing the critical point from dry to wet, SHR 
drops non-linearly in contrast to cooling capacity which will increase as increasing WB. 
Therefore, knowing the critical points behaviors, wet and dry coil condition can be 




Since in this analysis, rates of total cooling capacity variate by temperature, CFMs, 
and equipment sizes, therefore, cooling capacity different representing in this analysis is a 
proportion of actual capacity over rated capacity as a following equations: 
 𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑃 =






CAPrated is total cooling capacity designating sizes and performance of equipment 
at rated conditioned in manufacturers’ manuals which will be explained in Chapter 4.  
 
Hypotheses of Cooling Coil characteristics 
 For constant CFM and OAT, increasing DB will shift NCAPdry vertically 
o WBcrit decreases with decreasing DB, and increases with increasing DB 
o NCAPwet remain on constant NCAPwet slope. 
 For constant DB 
o NCAP and WBcrit increase with increasing CFM 
o NCAP decreases with increasing OAT, whereas WBcrit increases with 
increasing CFM. 
The hypotheses are developed and upon principal of air, fundamental of refrigerant 
cycle and graphical observation of cooling coil processing on psychrometric chart. The 






CHAPTER 4. VALIDATION OF NORMALIZATION AND SCALABILITY OF DX 
COOLING COIL CHARACTERISTIC HYPOTHESES BY MANUFACTURING 
DATA 
According to previous section, cooling coil are function of air properties at an 
evaporator inlet (CFM, DBaie,WBaie) and environment temperature (OAT). As cooling 
coil operation is sluggish, cooling performance and its characteristics will be analyzed in 
various steady state conditions obtained from manufacturers’ data that is: freely available, 
ready for analyses, generic and accurate (Li, et al., 2007). Data using in this analysis are of 
mini-split heat pumps (MSHPs), split-system of heat pumps and packages units (roof top 
units RTUs). First the GRDB model format will be validated by self-validated and 
laboratory validation methods. Afterward, the validation of cooling coil characteristics 
hypotheses is evaluated.   
4.1. GRDB cooling models on MUZ-FE12NA evaluation 
The generated models from the original GRDB and the applied GRDB is validated by 
laboratory data from Purdue University whose results were used by department of energy 
(DOE) to evaluate MSHPs performance characteristics in 2011. Purposes of validations is 
to evaluate model efficiency in various and real operating conditions. In this case, the 
validations are conducted based on interpolation. As a result, data ranges beyond DBaie of 
80+1 oF of which manufacturer’s data does not cover will be excluded from the validations. 
In addition, only the maximum speed compressor ranges will be evaluated. Laboratory 
trained data for validation is provided in Appendix A. Errors of total cooling capacity 
(CAP) are examined by using relative error equation (See Equation (4.1)). Figure 4-1 




upper and lower dashed lines are the upper and lower bounds of errors, respectively. Table 
4-1 display statistical data of calculated errors. The maximum relative errors for the 
modified and the original are 12.5 % and 15.32%, and the minimum relative errors are -
8.6% and –4.2%, respectively. Moreover, the average error of the modified model is 0.0% 
which is better than that of the original model. The improved model also shows less 
standard deviation of 0.0312 which is slightly improved. However, the absolute error of 
the proposed model is 6.2% which is 0.2% more than that of the authentic model. All the 





] × 100 
(4.1) 
 



































b)  Original model 
Figure 4-1 Actual laboratory data results and model predicted results 
Table 4-1 Statistical data of errors for all models at maximum speed compressor and DB of 80ᵒF  




Original GRDB 15 -4.21% 15.32% 4.08% 6.0% 0.0478 
Modified GRDB 15 -8.6% 12.5 % 0.00 6.2% 0.0312 
 
4.2. Rating Conditions 
A rating condition is the condition on which capacity, efficiency and energy 
consumption are represented. Each manufacture arranges equipment data uniquely, 
however, standardized according to ANSI/AHRI 240. Rating conditions for cooling 
systems in steady state are as follows. 
- Outdoor temperature (OAT) at 95 F 


































- Medium setting indoor air flowrate is typically ranged from 350 to 400 cfm/ton. 
From above information, normalized cooling capacity settings are determined as follows. 
 
𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑃 =






















Where,   
NCAP : Normalized cooling capacity 
NCFM : Normalized Air flow rate  
CFM : Air flow rate (ft3/mins of cfm) 
MCFM : Medium setting indoor air flow rate (typically ranging between 350 and 
400 cfm/ton) 
CAP : Total cooling capacity at interested condition (Btu/h) 
CAPrated : Total cooling capacity at rated condition (Btu/h) 
4.3. Manufacturers’ performance data evaluation  
4.3.1. MSHPs 
MSHPs’ data used in this section are from Mitsubishi (FE), Fujitsu (RLS) and 
Daikin (FTXKN). Variables representing in performance tables are wet- and dry- bulb 
temperature, total cooling capacity and total power consumption (or outdoor unit power 
consumption) at fixed air flow rates (CFMs). Mitsubishi fixes DB at 80F, while others 




of plots will be performed: plots of relationship between Qt and WB, and plots of 
relationships between SHR and WB of various OATs. 
For Mitsubishi as shown in Figure 4-2, three sets of capacity ranges in this model are 
displayed at fixed DB of 80ᵒF. The plots of Qt and SHR for all rating capacities displaying 
in Figure 4-2 are in wet conditions where SHR < 1. By varying OAT in the CAP and SHR 
plots, the behavior of Mitsubishi cooling performance can be elaborated as follows: 
 In wet condition, cooling capacity increases in accordance with WB.  
 Varying OAT in each plot, the higher the OAT, the lower the capacity.  
 SHR decrease in contrast to increasing WB. 






(a) Cooling capacity (Qt) and Wet-bulb (WB) (b) SHR and Wet-bulb (WB) 







































































































(a) Cooling capacity (Qt) and Wet-bulb (WB) (b) SHR and Wet-bulb (WB) 




























































































































































(a) Cooling capacity (Qt) and Wet-bulb (WB) (b) SHR and Wet-bulb (WB) 
Figure 4-4Cooling performance of Fujitsu RLS 
 
 
For Daikin as shown in Figure 4-3, 4 sets of equipment capacity are given where 
WBs are 57.2, 60.8, 64.4, 67, 71.6 and 75.2ᵒF, and DBs are 68, 71.6, 77, 80, 86 and 89.6ᵒF, 
coupled respectively. As previously stated, wet-coil cooling capacity at fixed CFM is 
varying associated with WB temperature. Therefore, varying OAT at different DB and WB 
provides similar trends of cooling capacity as seen in Mitsubishis’ data. On the other hand, 
SHR is depending upon both WB and DB according to Equation ( 3.11 ). Hence, SHR plots 
of Daikins’ data show results randomly. Likewise, Fujitsu pairs WBs and DBs, and thus 
SHR plots show unsystematic results as shown in Figure 4-4. However, from Daikins’ and 
Fujisus’ plots, it can be observed that increasing of OAT shifts cooling capacity line 





























































4.3.2. Split heat pumps (SHP) 
Three split systems’ data from Carrier, Goodman and York are selected to evaluate 
the hypotheses. Carrier and York display their cooling performance data by fixed DB at 
80oF, unlike Goodman’s performance data in which various DB ranges are provided in the 
manual. Therefore, the Goodman’s data will be major resources for evaluations of split 
system heat pumps (SHPs) cooling coil characteristics.  
Goodman, Carrier and York nominated models are DSZ16, 25HBB3 and CZF, 
respectively. All selected split system heat pumps (SHPs) sizes are between 1.5 and 5 tons 
with thermal expansion device (TXV). The comprehensive performance tables of selected 
models are provided in Appendix C; the essential data for the analyses are given in Table 
4-2. Since DSZ16 performance table provides various range of DB. It can be propagated 
to additional comparative plots, i.e. fixed OAT-CFM, fixed OAT-DB, fixed DB-CFM. In 
addition, normalized plot will be applied for ease of analyses.  
Table 4-2 Manufacturers’ reported data 
(a) Goodman DSZ160 Manufacturers’ reported data  
Makers Units Goodman Goodman 
Outdoor Models  DSZ16-Low DSZ16-High 
Rated capacities kBtu/h 24 36 48 60 24 36 48 60 
Compressor  2 stage Scroll 
CFM (Low) cfm 569 700 941 1050 766 1006 1356 1600 
CFM (Medium) cfm 637 800 1075 1150 875 1150 1550 1750 
CFM (high) cfm 731 900 1209 1350 984 1294 1744 2000 
Power con. kW 1.37 1.86 2.53 3.06 2.02 2.78 3.63 4.53 
*CAPrated kBtu/h 18.1 25.2 34.4 40.2 24 34.6 47.5 57 








(b)  Carrier 25HBB Manufacturers’ reported data 
Makers Units Carrier 
Outdoor Models  25HBB- 
Rated capacities kBtu/h 18 24 30 36 42 48 60 
Compressor  Scroll 
CFM (Low) cfm 525 700 875 1050 1225 1400 1750 
CFM (Medium) cfm 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 2000 
CFM (high) cfm 675 900 1125 1350 1575 1800 2250 
Power con. kW 1.63 2.16 2.82 3.23 3.9 4.4 5.65 
*CAPrated kBtu/h 17.4 22.9 30.34 34.08 40.87 47.96 59.77 
MCFM cfm/ton 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 
 
(c) York CZF0 Manufacturers’ reported data 
Makers Units York 
Outdoor Models  CZF0- 
Rated capacities kBtu/h 24 30 36 42 48 **60 
Compressor  Scroll 
CFM (Low) cfm 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1500 
CFM (Medium) cfm 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1700 
CFM (high) cfm 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 1900 
Power con. kW 1.93 2.45 2.81 3.39 3.76 4.28 
*CAPrated kBtu/h 23.6 30 34.4 41.5 48 53.5 
MCFM cfm/ton 400 400 400 400 400 340 
Notes: 
*  Rated in accordance with AHRI Standard 210/240 at DB/WB = 80/67 F and OAT = 95 F 
**  Rated at 1,800 cfm.   
** Rated CFM 
 
From Table 4-2, all makers apply scroll compressors to SHPs. However, Goodman 
pertains 2-stage scroll compressors, thus having low- and high- performance tables. Thee 
CFM settings are used (high, medium and low), and MCFMs for rating are placed between 
340 to 450 at rated conditions (at low-staged operation from Goodman obtains MCFM 
between 230 and 320). York’s SHPs provide the highest MCFMs and power consumption 
among other makers’ models in the same size. 
To analyze cooling coil characteristics of SHP systems, three sets of graphical 





4.3.2.1. Fixed DB 
From the hypotheses in Chapter 3 of which DB and OAT are fixed at certain 






















































































































































(b)Fixed CFM plots 
Figure 4-5 SHR and Cooling performance plots of Carrier 25HBB324 
CFM perspective 
- From Figure 4-5a, as CFM increases, CAPs increase correspondingly. However, as 
the OAT increases, the effects of CFM on CAP decreases at higher WB.  
- Likewise, increasing CFM causes more bypass air through the coil. Therefore, less 
moist air is condensed, and thus coil becomes less wet, or drier vice versa. 
- Increasing CFM causes higher WBcrit, shifting to the right. Considering SHR, from 
Figure 4-5b, each constant OAT curves from each plot shifts upward. Also, at 
WB=62ᵒF when CFM = 700, only the condition at which OAT=125ᵒF obtains SHR 
equals 1. Otherwise, increasing CFM to 900, all conditions become dry at 
WB=62ᵒF. This means that WBcrit increases (or move to the right), as CFM 
























































































In conclusion, increasing CFM at any fixed DB and OAT conditions: increases 
WBcrit (move to the right) and increases CAP following the hypothesis as shown in Figure 
3-26.  
OAT perspective 
- As OAT rises, entire CAP lines shifts down. This means that cooling capacity 
decreases constantly while increasing OAT. From OAT 75ᵒF and OAT 125ᵒF plots, 
maximum CAP drops from 27 kBtu/h to 20 kBtu, and CAP at dry condition (SHR 
= 1 see Figure 4-5b) decreases from around 22 kBtu/h to 17 kBtu/h.  
- Similarly, WBcrit rises according to OAT. On fixed CFM=800 plots (Figure 4-5b) 
and at WB = 62ᵒF, SHR curve shifts upward constantly while increasing OAT from 
75 to 125ᵒF. This means that when WB temperature decreases fixed CFM 
conditions, coil conditions turn dry faster with higher OAT. 
Consequently, cooling capacities have opposite relation with increasing OAT; 
however, WBcrit increases in accordance with OAT as analyzed in Chapter 3 Figure 3-25. 
Only Carriers’ plots are displayed in this report of hypothesis evaluations. However, 
all SPHs from other manufacturers provide results correspondingly with previous 
examining. Additional plots of SPHs according to this implementation are provided in 
Appendix D. 
4.3.2.1. Fixed OAT and CFM 
In this section, Goodman’s data will be used for hypothesis analysis because it 
provides data with diverse DB ranges, unlike Carriers’ and Yorks’ in which only data at 
DB of 80ᵒF are provided. For this investigation, more impacts on coil’s characteristics are 




the DB directly affects enthalpy difference. In this case, scaled normalized capacities plots 
are introduced for better understanding and a prove of scaling ability.  
From Goodman reported data in Table 4-2(a), DSZ26024 is selected for hypothesis 
exploration. Capacity rating for this model is 24 kBtu/h according to ANSI/AHRI 240 
standard. NCAPs from Equation (4.2) is obtained to plot normalized capacity curves for 
comparison and hypothesis examining. Three perspectives of SHR, NCAP and WBcrit, will 
be observed with varying DB from 70 to 85oF on fixed OAT and CFM conditions. Figure 
4-6 provides plots for evaluations and comparisons.  
SHR 
- Apparently, SHRs on constant DB lines shift upward as DB rises from 70 to 85 F 
for all OAT and CFM conditions. At lowest OAT=65ᵒF and CFM=700 cfm 
conditions, cooling coil condition remains wet for all DBs ranges, though SHR rises 
with regard to increasing DB. On the other hand, at OAT=115ᵒF and CFM = 900 
cfm, the two-highest DBs conditions (80 and 85ᵒF) obtain dry coil properties after 
decreasing WB to below 63oF, and at least three of DBs constant lines below 
WB=57o have dry condition. 
- Either raising OAT or CFM causes all-around cooling coil conditions to operate in 
higher SHR states, thus less moisture removal in the process. 
- SHR curves, while increasing WB, move horizontally along with each other, and 
the lines are linearly stretched with increasing WB. However, the curves’ gaps seem 






NCAP (see Figure 4-6b) 
- Unlike SHR lines, NCAP curves are not extensively changed by increasing DB. 
Nevertheless, at low WB conditions, NCAP lines of each DB conditions are distinct 
where increasing DB results in increasing NCAP respectively. 
- The higher the WB, the higher the NCAP, and the slope of NACPs evidently 
changed at WB=63ᵒF. 
- Unlike increasing CFM or OAT, as aforementioned observation, adjusting CFM 
and OAT causing deviations of NCAP curves. However, increasing DB in fixed 
OAT and CFM conditions does not deviate the NCAP lines. Thus, all DB 
conditions likely to share the same NCAP line. However, the lines in wet conditions 
slightly vaguely tweaked at higher WB. This refer the impacts of WB on Tevap 
which is subject to WB. 
- At very dry conditions (lower WB), the slopes of NCAPs plots are almost zero or 
horizontal, thereby non or less latent removal. 
Wet-bulb Critical (WBcrit) 
 Critical WBs move to the right as either CFM or OAT increases. This situation 
happens regardless of changing in DB. However, at fixed CFM and OAT, DB itself is more 
powerful dragging WBcrit—the higher the DB, the higher the WBcrit. Appendix D is 















































































































































































































































































   
(b)NCAP of Fixed OAT and CFM Normalized plots of Goodman DSZ16024 




























































































































































































































4.3.3. Package units 
Unlike split systems, a package unit assemble evaporating coils, expansion devices, 
condensing coils, fans, and compressors all-inclusively in a single unit which is typically 
installed outside, or on the roof top of the facility. Nominal tonnages of package units vary 
from 3 tons up to 20 tons for light to medium commercial applications; nevertheless, 
typically, the sizes of 3 to 10 tons are applied in residential or light commercial sectors. 
The performance data is laid out similarly with the Goodman of which additional DB 
ranges are given. A carrier’s RTU model CHP48HE (see Table 4-3) is chosen for the fixed 
DB analysis since extensive WB points are given in the data (4 points rather than 3 points). 
Furthermore, Trane data plots of which CFM and OAT are fixed will be scrutinized. 
Table 4-3 Manufacturers’ reported data for Carrier CHP48HE 
Makers Units Carrier 
Package model   48HE- 
Rated capacities kBtu/h 24 36 48 60 
Compressor/refrigerant    Scroll/R22 
CFM cfm       1500 
CFM (Low) cfm 600 900 1200 1750 
CFM (Medium) cfm 800 1200 1600 2000 
CFM (high) cfm 1000 1500 2000 2250 
Power con*2 kW 1.59 2.56 3.1 4.01 
CAP_rated*1 kBtu/h 26 37.7 48.8 62.9 
MCFM cfm/ton 369 378.9 393.4 375 
4.3.3.1. Fixed DB 
From fixed DB plots two analytical parameters: OAT and CFM impacts on cooling 
characteristics can be obtained. Table 4-3 shows manufacturer’s reported data of 2-5 tons 
of CHO48HE. The models utilize R-22 as operating refrigerant.  Considering OAT effects 
on CFM plots from Figure 4-8 the intrinsic characteristics of SHR and cooling capacity 






- For every condition at WB=57ᵒF, the coil operate in dry condition where SHR = 1 
for all given OATs. Then, SHR levels constantly drop after passing WB=63ᵒF for 
every operating condition since the coil functions in transition states from dry to 
wet coil. 
- The SHR levels are elevated apparently due to increasing OAT.  
- Considering SHR levels at WB=63ᵒF, while operating at 1500 cfm, only the 
condition where OAT equals 125 ᵒF operates with dry coil of which SHR equals 1. 
However, with increasing CFM from 1500 to 2500 cfm, cooling coil inheres dry 
conditions for all OAT settings corresponding to SHPs cooling coil properties. 
- With higher WB, gaps between each consecutive line are likely to be parallel. Also, 
increasing WB tends to linearize the SHR curves. 
It can be concluded that either increasing CFM or OAT extends the range of dry 
condition on WB and draws higher WBcrit as shown in Figure 4-7. Provided extended lines 
are drawn from SHR lines, formed by WB=67ᵒF and WB=72ᵒF, to which SHRs are 
approximately 1, those points are transition or inflection points where coil turns from dry 
to wet and vice versa. Those points refer to WBcrit and they dynamically increase with 






Figure 4-7 The illustration of moving WBcrit correlated with increasing OAT 
NCAP 
- Figure 4-8, increasing OAT results in lower NCAP for all fixed CFMs since higher 
OAT leads to increasing Tevap, thereby reducing enthalpies differences of air inlet 
and Tevap. 
- NCAPs passing the WB=63ᵒF abruptly increase correlated with WB gain, and the 
curves are straightened as WB increase. 
- NCAP lines between 57ᵒF and 63ᵒF WB ranges lay horizontally and in parallel to 
each other since they are operating in dry condition where cooling capacities remain 
constant. However, lines are less parallel when CFM degrades because at lower 
CFM, coils tend to operate in wet condition where moisture removal ability is still 
active. Therefore, at lower OAT, NCAP lines are not horizontally laid against each 






















- The gaps of NCAPs operating in dry condition increase accordingly with OAT 
increase. 
In summary, NCAPs decrease with increasing OAT; in contrast, NCAPs rise 
accordingly with increasing CFM. Furthermore, as the coil turns from dry to wet, NCAPs’ 
slopes instantly increase. Considering the transition points, if straight lines are drawn 
connecting to NCAP curves with identical slope, those points virtually delineate the 
dynamic movements of the WBcrit points which are corresponding to the hypothesis of 
normalized cooling coil characteristics as shown in Figure 3-25. However, the relation of 





















(a)SHR normalized plots  (b)NCAP plots 


























































































































 The package cooling characteristics of which CFM and OAT are fixed are similar 
to the SHPs’. Nevertheless, all capacity plots of package units are provided in Appendix 
E.  From observations of cooling performance characteristic from various types of 
equipment, it can be concluded that inherent characteristics of cooling coil performances 
exist corresponding to the given hypotheses in Chapter 3. However, more researches are 
required to explicitly present the relationship of critical points (WBcrit) and inputs variables 
(WB, DB, OAT and CFM). Next, the author will introduce critical point finding 
methodology based on the analysis cooling coil intrinsic characteristics in Chapter 3. 
4.4. Inflection Point Estimation 
Inflection points or critical point (WBcrit) are points of which coil conditions 
transform from wet to dry and vice versa. While coils handle dry condition at fixed CFM 
and OAT, cooling capacities (CAP) are constant, though WB changes. However, dry coil 
operation is very sensitive to DB temperature. On the other hand, wet coil operations are 
depending on DB temperature, but vary corresponding to WB states. As such, it is essential 
to determine inflection points for each operating condition. Nevertheless, critical points are 
not given in any of manufacturers’ data (mostly 3 to 4 points of WBs are displayed). 
Therefore, critical points must be calculated in relation with existing points. This study 
points estimator by using slope creating from given points. 
4.4.1. Local Points Estimator 
The methodology of local point estimate is based on normalized plots and graphical 
analysis. Figure 4-7 demonstrates that critical points of each condition can be estimated by 




Firstly, assumptions must be made in order to define slopes and lines: (1) Assume the 
points approaching transition conditions have linear relations; and (2) transition conditions 
from wet to dry occur at SHR approaching 1. RTU data in Appendix G will be used as a 
calculation example. From the given data in Appendix E. OAT, CFM, WB, CAP and 
sensible CAP are provided. The calculation process are as follows: 
1. Find rated condition associated with ANSI/AHRI 240 to obtain rated cooling 
capacity CAPrated, which is 210 kBtu/h 
2. Select an interested condition, then determine wet points. If there are more than 3 
points, apply the condition parameters in Figure 4-9b, else in Figure 4-10b 
3. Calculate an initial slope formed by existing wet points of the selected data. 
4. Initially guess WBcrit which should be lower than the minimum wet points of given 
data. Then initial optimized slope that includes the guess WBcrit value. 
5. Utilize excel optimize function to find maximum WBcrit which simultaneously 
maximize R-square value. 
6. Plot the result on the normalized cooling capacity plot. 
Figure 4-8 shows the calculation example of selected data at a condition of which CFM, 
DB and OAT are 360, 75, and 85, respectively.  
 
OAT 85 85 85 85 85 85 
CFM DB 61 61 67 67 73 73 
x100 F CAP SHC CAP CAP MBH CAP 
63 75 195 171 213 127 224 83 





(b)Guess values and slope calculation table of local points optimization. 
 
(c)Illustration of critical point finding based on local point optimization. 
Figure 4-9 3-local-point estimating method for optimization of maximized R-square value at 85 F of OAT 
where CFM, DB and OAT are 360, 75, and 85, respectively. 
     Figure 4-8a is the selected capacities data of the given model. Following Figure 4-
8b is the calculation table where NCAPs are calculated by Equation (4.2) with rated 
capacity of 210 kBtu/h and the last Figure 4-8c is an illustration of critical points 
calculation where the estimated critical point is at WBcrit = 57.87ᵒF. 
OAT 85 85 85 85 85 85 
CFM DB 61 61 67 67 73 73 
x100 F CAP SHC CAP CAP MBH CAP 
63 80 200 200 214 157 226 114 
(a)Given capacities of selected condition. 
CFM DB OAT WB CAP SHC NCFM SHR NCAP
Guess Val. 6300 75 85 57.87 187    187   360 1 0.89
6300 75 85 61 195 171 360 0.88 0.93
6300 75 85 67 213 127 360 0.60 1.01
6300 75 85 73 224 83 360 0.37 1.07
Critical pt. 6300 75 85 57.87 187    187   360 1 0.89
Objective
Cond. m c r^2 m c r^2
initial cod. 0.012 0.227 0.981 -0.042 3.451 0.981
Opt cond 0.012 0.206 0.990 -0.042 3.451 0.998 0.998 0.998




y = -0.0422x + 3.4419
R² = 0.9979

















(b)Guess values and slope calculation table of local points optimization. 
 
(c)Illustration of critical point finding based on local point optimization. 
Figure 4-10 2-local-point estimating method for optimization of maximized R-square value at 85 F of OAT 
where CFM, DB and OAT are 360, 80, and 85, respectively. 
Figure 4-10a is the selected capacities data of the given model. Following Figure 
4-10b is the calculation table where NCAPs are calculated by Equation (4.2) with rated 
capacity of 210 kBtu/h and the last Figure 4-10c is an illustration of critical points 
calculation where only 2 wet conditions are available. In addition, the estimated critical 
point is WBcrit = 61ᵒF.  
 This method assumes that cooling capacities have linear relation near transition 
points.  The results of each sample condition are 57.87 and 61ᵒF of WB. To understand the 
Cond CFM DB OAT WB CAP SHC NCFM SHR NCAP
6300 80 85 61 200 200 360 1.00 0.95
Guess 6300 80 85 61.00 200   200  360 1.00 0.95
6300 80 85 67 214 157 360 0.73 1.02
6300 80 85 73 226 114 360 0.50 1.08
Crit 6300 80 85 61.00 200   200  360 1 0.95
Objective
Cond. m c r^2 m c r^2
initial cod. 0.010 0.381 0.998 -0.038 3.293




y = -0.0413x + 3.513
R² = 0.9981

















dynamic of critical points for all conditions of given manufacturing data, inflection points 
for all condition will be performed. Appendix E provides complete critical points 
calculation. Also,  Table 4-4 shows all critical points for the selected data. The shaded area 
are the conditions that point estimator method could be utilized since only 1 we point is 
given in each shaded condition which is not adequate to form virtual slopes. In addition,  
Table 4-4 shows all critical points for the selected data of various dry-bulb temperature 
conditions (75, 80 and 85 F). 
Table 4-4 Critical points of given manufacturing data 
 OAT 85 85 95 95 105 105 115 115 
NCFM DB WBcrit  NCAP WBcrit NCAP WBcrit pt.  NCAP WBcrit NCAP 
360 75 57.67 0.89 58.55 0.82 59.40 0.77 60.25 0.72 
360 80 61.00 0.95 61.01 0.91 62.06 0.86 62.88 0.80 
360 85 63.86 1.00 64.82 0.97 65.65 0.93 66.48 0.88 
360 90 66.70 1.04       
400 75 58.71 0.92 59.53 0.87 60.20 0.81 61.00 0.76 
400 80 61.07 0.98 62.09 0.94 63.03 0.90 63.88 0.84 
400 85 64.67 1.03 65.54 1.00 63.88 0.96   
400 90         
440 75 59.46 0.95 60.35 0.90 61.00 0.85 61.00 0.79 
440 80 61.66 1.00 62.92 0.97 63.81 0.92 64.71 0.87 
440 85 65.17 1.05 66.18 1.02     
440 90         
480 75 60.00 0.97 61.00 0.93 61.00 0.87 61.43 0.81 
480 80 62.20 1.02 63.64 0.99 64.57 0.95 65.42 0.90 
480 85 65.72 1.06 66.75 1.03     











Figure 4-11 Critical Points at (a) 75, (b)80 and (c)85 oF of dry-bulb temperature 
As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, critical points on NCAPs move downward to the 


















































to the hypothesis (see Figure 3-25). However, the estimated critical points in higher OAT 
conditions have undefined relation. This is because of the local point estimator accounts 
for only single condition regardless of effects and correlation to other points. Therefore, 
next section will provide the study of global estimation of all point in the selected 
manufacturer’s data. 
4.4.2. Global Estimator 
The global point estimator calculates critical points based on the similar format as of 
the local estimator. However, more conditioned relations are introduced to avoid data 
overlapping. In this section, the data from carrier (25HBB18) is used for calculation 
example; CAPrated of this model is 17.4 kBtu/h at 675 CFM. The conditioned relations are 
determined as follows: 
1. Inflection points (WBcrit) at lower OAT are always less than that of the higher 
OAT. 
2. WBcrit at higher CFM always more than that of the lower CFM in similar OAT 
conditions. 
3. SHR slopes in wet condition where SHR<1 decrease while increasing CFM and 
OAT.  
After all conditioned relations are defined, then apply the optimization tool Excel to 
optimize the product of R-square values for all conditions provided in manufacturer’s data. 
The results of this method are illustrated in Figure 4-12. The calculation materials are given 






(a)SHR of 25HBB18 with critical points (b)NCAP of 25HBB18 with critical points 
Figure 4-12 Normalized plots with critical WB of 255HBB18 calculated by using global point-optimization. 
 As shown in Figure 4-12, considering NCAP plots, critical points move downward 
































































































OAT over 115ᵒF. The calculation points distance from their trend lines and overlap other 





CHAPTER 5. SUMMARIES, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1.  Summaries and conclusions 
DX cooling coil performance analysis is extensively studied by many researchers 
since DX cooling equipment accounts for many components which operate in different 
ways and generate different impacts on cooling performance. Yang, et al., 2013 proposed  
a cooling coil format of which wet and dry conditions are distinguished by using cooling 
coil characteristics, and calculated differently according to their operating behaviors. In 
addition, Henderson, 2005 proposed coil moisture removal behavior associated with fan 
operating modes and compressor runtimes which results in predictable SHR 
characteristics. Those studies initiate ideas of intrinsic characteristics of cooling coils for 
further development in two aspects: cooling capacity calculation models and systematic 
temperature and humidity level control in relation with required cooling loads in 
conditioned spaces. The investigation of inherent DX-cooling coil characteristics and its 
normalizing and scaling ability are the main objectives of this research. To achieve those 
objectives, three analytical tools are utilized: 
- Moist air characteristics in cooling mode operation on the psychrometric chart: to 
elaborate moist air behavior during cooling operation, and to illustrate the impact 
of input variables on cooling performance. 
- Normalized capacity plots: to illustrate that wet- and dry- coil operating conditions 
provide distinct performance characteristics, and to delineate normalization and 




- Manufacturer’s data and performance plots: to understand the essence of 
manufacturing data and how to handle diverse data disciplines, and to empirically 
and graphically validate purposed hypotheses of cooling characteristics. 
Drawing attention to investigation of GRDB application of mini-split systems with 
variable speed compressors, GRDB methods purpose the practice of cooling capacity in 
relation to SHR degradation by investigating manufacturer’s data of packaged unit air-
conditioning systems and apply multiple-linear regression using performance data to 
predict cooling capacity. Characteristics of cooling coils have been exposed while 
investigating massive manufacturer’s data. Extensively, manufacturer’s data provide 
generic, easy-to-understand yet accurate performance data which lessen the effort and time 
to train data. 
In order to develop cooling coil models, inherent characteristics are required to be 
mastered. Better understanding in its intrinsic properties of DX cooling coil will lead to 
research and application benefits. Through the investigation, the following can be 
concluded: 
- Air-side cooling performance can be drawn and explained on the psychrometric 
chart only with air-side variable inputs, and evaporating temperature can represent 
refrigeration cycle and outdoor air temperature impacts on cooling coils. 
- Temperature parameters of WB, OAT, DB and Tevap determine cooling load 
removal ability of the equipment and CFM extends the cooling capacity regarding 
the size of equipment and cooling load demand which can be displayed as 






- The effects of varying outdoor air condition (OAT) and air flow rate (CFM) on 
cooling coil operating characteristic are predictable. 
- Cooling performance and air flowrate could be scaled in regard to manufacturer 
rated conditions under a similar set of compressors and expansion devices. The 
arrangement of findings is described in each chapter. 
Chapter 3 describes the ideas of analyzing DX cooling performance characteristics 
by: (1) Analyzing and defining input and output independent- and dependent- variables 
based on GRDB methods, fundamentals of refrigerant cycles and moist-air properties; (2) 
elaborating cooling process practices on the psychrometric chart and mathematically 
formulating air-side cooling performance characteristic equations, and verifying the 
formulas with EES; (3) introducing normalized plots of SHR and normalized cooling 
capacity and determining cooling characteristic hypotheses based on previous analyses.  
Chapter 4 demonstrates implementations, validations and applications of the 
aforementioned hypotheses by combining findings with manufacturers’ data of various air 
conditioning systems: mini-split heat pumps, split heat pumps and packaged systems. By 
plotting an immense amount of data and comparing hypotheses, coil characteristics of 
actual manufacturer’s empirical data and purposed hypotheses are correlated. Furthermore, 
critical point estimating methods are used to find the inflection point of wet-bulb 
temperature where cooling coil process turns from wet to dry and dry to wet.  
In conclusion, the compilation through this research shows that: (1) the hypotheses 
could capture the effects of air-side variables on DX cooling coils (DCC); (2) the 
hypotheses expose the actual characteristics of DCC which can be elaborated on proposed 






can be scaled; and (4) the thesis shows that air-side variables can represent DCC inherent 
characteristics. In addition, the compilation of this research provides the following 
contributions: (1) Generic inherent characteristics of all DX cooling coils have been 
devised and (2) the normalizing and scaling ability of cooling coil performance have been 
developed. 
5.2. Recommendations and future works 
The contributions and compilations throughout this research could be extended to 
these future works and applications:  
- Equipment performance improvement: in order to improve efficiency of 
equipment, characteristics of cooling load and equipment itself must be mastered 
since cooling load not only accounts for sensible cooling but also humidity levels. 
By knowing the equipment characteristics, humidity control could be effectively 
manipulated by varying independent variables to obtain proper SHR values. Most 
cooling equipment only maintain qualifying dry-bulb temperatures, but not 
humidity level. However, tropical areas typically demand more moisture removal 
than sensible cooling. If those aspects are desired, potential to maintain temperature 
humidity level within a comfort zone without sacrificing extra energy could be 
achieved.    
- Application extension:  
o The hypotheses could be applied to other air-cooled systems with cooling 






o Proven scaling ability could reduce modelling and computational processes 
by using rating condition performance to refer to other condition 
performances within the same equipment.  
- Implementation on virtual sensing application: virtual sensors are indirect 
measuring sensors of which utilize sensing outputs from other sensors processed 
through certain methods to acquire certain values. In this study, cooling capacities 
can be calculated based on temperature and air flow rate sensors which are 
inexpensive and easy to install. However, more studies are required to extensively 
utilize it as a virtual sensor. 
- More studies of inflection point estimators are required to accurately obtain critical 
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APPENDIX B COOLING CHARACTERISTIC PLOTS USING 
PSYCHROMETRIC PROPERTIES ON EES (CODE) 





WB_rate = 67 







r_rate = k_s_rate/k_wb_rate 
  
Duplicate row=1,76 
WB[row] = lookup(row,'WB') 







r[row] = k_s[row]/k_wb[row] 
  
  

























Table B-1 Cooling capacities of various DB and WB condition at fixed OAT and WB from psychrometric 
chart on EES 
DB WB SHR ∆hl ∆h_s ∆h ∆hcoil NCAP_r SHR_r 
F F  Btu/lbm Btu/lbm Btu/lbm Btu/lbm   
70.00 50.00 1.44 -2.28 7.26 4.98 7.26 0.56 1.00 
70.00 52.00 1.18 -1.15 7.26 6.11 7.26 0.56 1.00 
70.00 54.00 1.00 0.03 7.26 7.29 7.29 0.56 1.00 
70.00 56.00 0.86 1.26 7.26 8.52 8.52 0.65 0.85 
70.00 58.00 0.75 2.54 7.26 9.80 9.80 0.75 0.74 
70.00 60.00 0.66 3.88 7.26 11.14 11.14 0.85 0.65 
70.00 62.00 0.59 5.28 7.26 12.54 12.54 0.96 0.58 
70.00 64.00 0.53 6.74 7.26 14.00 14.00 1.07 0.52 
70.00 66.00 0.48 8.27 7.26 15.53 15.53 1.19 0.47 
70.00 68.00 0.44 9.87 7.26 17.13 17.13 1.31 0.42 
75.00 50.00 1.68 -3.51 8.47 4.96 8.47 0.65 1.00 
75.00 52.00 1.38 -2.38 8.47 6.09 8.47 0.65 1.00 
75.00 54.00 1.16 -1.21 8.47 7.26 8.47 0.65 1.00 
75.00 56.00 1.00 0.02 8.47 8.49 8.49 0.65 1.00 
75.00 58.00 0.87 1.30 8.47 9.77 9.77 0.75 0.87 
75.00 60.00 0.77 2.64 8.47 11.11 11.11 0.85 0.76 
75.00 62.00 0.69 4.03 8.47 12.50 12.50 0.96 0.68 
75.00 64.00 0.62 5.49 8.47 13.96 13.96 1.07 0.61 
75.00 66.00 0.56 7.02 8.47 15.49 15.49 1.18 0.55 
75.00 68.00 0.51 8.62 8.47 17.09 17.09 1.31 0.50 
75.00 70.00 0.47 10.29 8.47 18.76 18.76 1.44 0.45 
75.00 72.00 0.43 12.05 8.47 20.52 20.52 1.57 0.41 
75.00 74.00 0.39 13.89 8.47 22.36 22.36 1.71 0.38 
80.00 50.00 1.92 -4.74 9.68 4.94 9.68 0.74 1.00 
80.00 52.00 1.57 -3.62 9.68 6.06 9.68 0.74 1.00 
80.00 54.00 1.33 -2.44 9.68 7.24 9.68 0.74 1.00 
80.00 56.00 1.14 -1.22 9.68 8.46 9.68 0.74 1.00 
80.00 58.00 0.99 0.06 9.68 9.74 9.74 0.75 0.99 
80.00 60.00 0.88 1.39 9.68 11.07 11.07 0.85 0.87 
80.00 62.00 0.78 2.79 9.68 12.47 12.47 0.95 0.78 
80.00 64.00 0.70 4.24 9.68 13.93 13.93 1.07 0.70 
80.00 66.00 0.64 5.77 9.68 15.45 15.45 1.18 0.63 
80.00 68.00 0.58 7.37 9.68 17.05 17.05 1.30 0.57 
80.00 70.00 0.53 9.04 9.68 18.72 18.72 1.43 0.52 
80.00 72.00 0.49 10.79 9.68 20.47 20.47 1.57 0.47 
80.00 74.00 0.45 12.63 9.68 22.31 22.31 1.71 0.43 
80.00 76.00 0.42 14.55 9.68 24.23 24.23 1.85 0.40 
80.00 78.00 0.39 16.57 9.68 26.26 26.26 2.01 0.37 
85.00 50.00 2.16 -5.98 10.89 4.92 10.89 0.83 1.00 
85.00 52.00 1.77 -4.85 10.89 6.04 10.89 0.83 1.00 
85.00 54.00 1.49 -3.68 10.89 7.21 10.89 0.83 1.00 
85.00 56.00 1.28 -2.46 10.89 8.44 10.89 0.83 1.00 
85.00 58.00 1.12 -1.18 10.89 9.71 10.89 0.83 1.00 
85.00 60.00 0.99 0.15 10.89 11.04 11.04 0.84 0.99 
85.00 62.00 0.88 1.54 10.89 12.43 12.43 0.95 0.88 






DB WB SHR ∆hl ∆h_s ∆h ∆hcoil NCAP_r SHR_r 
F F  Btu/lbm Btu/lbm Btu/lbm Btu/lbm   
85.00 66.00 0.72 4.52 10.89 15.41 15.41 1.18 0.71 
85.00 68.00 0.65 6.11 10.89 17.01 17.01 1.30 0.64 
85.00 70.00 0.60 7.78 10.89 18.67 18.67 1.43 0.58 
85.00 72.00 0.55 9.53 10.89 20.42 20.42 1.56 0.53 
85.00 74.00 0.51 11.37 10.89 22.26 22.26 1.70 0.49 
85.00 76.00 0.47 13.29 10.89 24.18 24.18 1.85 0.45 
85.00 78.00 0.43 15.31 10.89 26.20 26.20 2.00 0.42 
85.00 80.00 0.40 17.43 10.89 28.32 28.32 2.17 0.38 
85.00 82.00 0.38 19.66 10.89 30.55 30.55 2.34 0.36 
85.00 84.00 0.35 21.99 10.89 32.89 32.89 2.52 0.33 
90.00 50.00 2.40 -7.21 12.10 4.90 12.10 0.93 1.00 
90.00 52.00 1.96 -6.09 12.10 6.02 12.10 0.93 1.00 
90.00 54.00 1.65 -4.92 12.10 7.19 12.10 0.93 1.00 
90.00 56.00 1.42 -3.70 12.10 8.41 12.10 0.93 1.00 
90.00 58.00 1.24 -2.42 12.10 9.68 12.10 0.93 1.00 
90.00 60.00 1.10 -1.09 12.10 11.01 12.10 0.93 1.00 
90.00 62.00 0.98 0.30 12.10 12.40 12.40 0.95 0.98 
90.00 64.00 0.88 1.75 12.10 13.85 13.85 1.06 0.87 
90.00 66.00 0.80 3.27 12.10 15.37 15.37 1.18 0.79 
90.00 68.00 0.72 4.86 12.10 16.96 16.96 1.30 0.71 
90.00 70.00 0.66 6.53 12.10 18.63 18.63 1.43 0.65 
90.00 72.00 0.61 8.27 12.10 20.38 20.38 1.56 0.59 
90.00 74.00 0.56 10.11 12.10 22.21 22.21 1.70 0.55 
90.00 76.00 0.52 12.03 12.10 24.13 24.13 1.85 0.50 
90.00 78.00 0.48 14.04 12.10 26.15 26.15 2.00 0.46 
90.00 80.00 0.45 16.16 12.10 28.26 28.26 2.16 0.43 
90.00 82.00 0.42 18.38 12.10 30.49 30.49 2.33 0.40 
90.00 84.00 0.39 20.72 12.10 32.82 32.82 2.51 0.37 
90.00 86.00 0.36 23.18 12.10 35.28 35.28 2.70 0.34 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX D GRDB CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR MUZ-FE12NA 
Applied GRDB for MSHPs 
 Step 1:  From Equation 3.15, independent and depending variables or the 
manufacturers’ data are determined. Since MSHPs’ data provided only fixed CFM 
speed from manufacturer reported condition from Table 2-1, so Equation (3.21) will be 
appertained. 










?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡                     
   








 Step 2: Determine coil condition by using SHR formula from Equation 3.4. If SHR 
< 1, coil condition is wet, and if SHR = 1, coil condition is dry. 
 Step 3: Select wet-coiled data range and obtain multiple-linear regression (MLR) 
with independent variables WB and OAT from provided in performance data in and 
with dependent variable CAP from Table C-3. In this study, EES will be utilized to 
generate MLR equation as shown Figure D-1. 
 








Two-polynomial order regression is obtained as follow: 
𝐶𝐴𝑃
𝐶𝐹𝑀
= 4.72548088 × 10 − 4.68811932 × 10−1 × 𝑂𝐴𝑇 + 6.37770550 × 10−4 × 𝑂𝐴𝑇2 + 1.19286747




= 4.72548088𝐸 + 01 − 4.68811932𝐸 − 01 ∗ 𝑂𝐴𝑇 + 6.37770550𝐸 − 04 ∗ 𝑂𝐴𝑇2
+ 1.19286747𝐸 − 01 ∗𝑊𝐵 + 2.20466547𝐸 − 03 ∗ 𝑊𝐵2 + 1.30684527𝐸 − 03
∗ 𝑂𝐴𝑇 ∗ 𝑊𝐵 
Original GRDB  
The original GRDB includes CFM in the regression. As a result, the regression model can 
be obtained as following steps: 
 Repeat all previous mentioned steps, however, substitute Equation 3.21 with Equation 
3.20.  
𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 {
𝑊𝑒𝑡 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙  (𝑆𝐻𝑅 < 1) {
?̇?𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑊𝐵, 𝐶𝐹𝑀, 𝑂𝐴𝑇) 
?̇?𝑠 = 𝑆𝐻𝑅 ∙ ?̇?𝑡                     
   
𝐷𝑟𝑦 − 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 (𝑆𝐻𝑅 = 1),   ?̇?𝑡 = ?̇?𝑠 = 𝑓(𝐷𝐵, 𝐶𝐹𝑀,𝑂𝐴𝑇)
 
Therefore, two-ordered polynomial is obtained from ESS as follows 
 










Two-polynomial order regression is obtained as follow: 
𝐶𝐴𝑃 = 1.65391831𝐸 + 04 − 1.64084176𝐸 + 02 ∗ 𝑂𝐴𝑇 + 2.23219693𝐸 − 01 ∗ 𝑂𝐴𝑇^2
+ 4.17503627𝐸 + 01 ∗𝑊𝐵 + 7.71632908𝐸 − 01 ∗ 𝑊𝐵^2 + 4.57395843𝐸 − 01
∗ 𝑂𝐴𝑇 ∗ 𝑊𝐵 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX H GLOBAL OPTIMIZED CRITICAL POINTS OF CARRIER MODEL 
25HBB18 WITH FIXED DB OF 80ᵒF 
Table H-1 Cooling Performance data of 25HBB18 
DB = 80 CONDENSER ENTERING AIR TEMPERATURES ° F (° C) 
CFM WB 75 85 95 105 115 125 
 °F CAP SHC CAP SHC CAP SHC CAP SHC CAP SHC CAP SHC 
25HBB318A30 Outdoor Section With FY4ANF018 Indoor Section 
525 72 20.67 10.5 19.67 10.1 18.62 9.67 17.52 9.26 16.35 8.83 15.07 8.36 
525 67 18.85 13 17.92 12.6 16.94 12.2 15.91 11.7 14.81 11.3 13.62 10.8 
525 62 17.17 15.5 16.31 15.1 15.42 14.6 14.49 14.1 13.59 13.6 12.68 12.7 
525 57 16.59 16.6 15.91 15.9 15.18 15.2 14.41 14.4 13.59 13.6 12.68 12.7 
600 72 21.03 10.9 19.99 10.5 18.89 10.1 17.76 9.71 16.55 9.28 15.23 8.81 
600 67 19.19 13.8 18.22 13.4 17.2 13 16.13 12.5 15.01 12.1 13.78 11.6 
600 62 17.53 16.6 16.65 16.1 15.76 15.8 14.93 14.9 14.06 14.1 13.1 13.1 
600 57 17.25 17.3 16.52 16.5 15.75 15.8 14.94 14.9 14.06 14.1 13.1 13.1 
675 72 21.29 11.4 20.22 11 19.09 10.6 17.93 10.2 16.69 9.71 15.34 9.24 
675 67 19.44 14.5 18.44 14.1 17.39 13.7 16.3 13.3 15.14 12.8 13.89 12.3 
675 62 17.84 17.7 17.02 17 16.21 16.2 15.36 15.4 14.45 14.5 13.44 13.4 
675 57 17.79 17.8 17.02 17 16.22 16.2 15.36 15.4 14.45 14.5 13.44 13.4 
 
Table H-2 SHR and cooling performance data of 25HBB18 
CFM WB 75 75 85 85 95 95 105 105 115 115 125 125 
 °F SHR CAP SHR CAP SHR CAP SHR CAP SHR CAP SHR CAP 
25HBB318A30 Outdoor Section With FY4ANF018 Indoor Section 
525 72 0.506 20.67 0.511 19.67 0.519 18.62 0.529 17.52 0.54 16.35 0.555 15.07 
525 67 0.689 18.85 0.702 17.92 0.718 16.94 0.738 15.91 0.762 14.81 0.793 13.62 
525 62 0.902 17.17 0.923 16.31 0.947 15.42 0.974 14.49 1 13.59 1 12.68 
525 57 1 16.59 1 15.91 1 15.18 1 14.41 1 13.59 1 12.68 
600 72 0.519 21.03 0.527 19.99 0.536 18.89 0.547 17.76 0.561 16.55 0.578 15.23 
600 67 0.718 19.19 0.734 18.22 0.753 17.2 0.776 16.13 0.803 15.01 0.839 13.78 
600 62 0.944 17.53 0.966 16.65 1 15.76 1 14.93 1 14.06 1 13.1 
600 57 1 17.25 1 16.52 1 15.75 1 14.94 1 14.06 1 13.1 
675 72 0.534 21.29 0.543 20.22 0.554 19.09 0.566 17.93 0.582 16.69 0.602 15.34 
675 67 0.747 19.44 0.766 18.44 0.788 17.39 0.813 16.3 0.844 15.14 0.883 13.89 
675 62 0.992 17.84 1 17.02 1 16.21 1 15.36 1 14.45 1 13.44 








Table H-3 Estimated inflection points calculation tables. 
INFLECTION POINT OAT (F) 
CFM 75 85 95 105 115 125 
525 59.91 60.46 61.00 61.59 61.59 63.24 
600 60.94 61.43 62.00 62.76 62.76 67.24 
675 61.85 62.42 63.04 63.68 63.68 67.24 
NCAP       
525 0.95 0.91 0.87 0.83 0.83 0.73 
600 0.99 0.95 0.91 0.86 0.86 0.78 
675 1.02 0.98 0.93 0.88 0.88 0.79 
SHR SLOPE (m)       
525 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 
600 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.07 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table H-5 25HBB318 critical point estimation table for normalized plots of Figure F1 
 
  
CFM WB NCAP WB NCAP WB NCAP WB NCAP WB NCAP WB NCAP 
525 72 1.189 72 1.131 72 1.071 72 1.007 72 0.94 72 0.867 
525 67 1.084 67 1.03 67 0.974 67 0.915 67 0.852 67 0.783 
525 62 0.987 62 0.938 62 0.887 62 0.833 62 0.781 63.24 0.73 
525 59.91 0.95 60.46 0.91 61.00 0.87 61.59 0.83 61.59 0.83 62 0.729 
525 57 0.954 57 0.915 57 0.873 57 0.829 57 0.781 57 0.729 
600 72 1.209 72 1.15 72 1.086 72 1.021 72 0.952 72 0.876 
600 67 1.104 67 1.048 67 0.989 67 0.928 67 0.863 67.24 0.78 
600 62 1.008 62 0.957 62 0.906 62.76 0.86 62.76 0.86 67 0.792 
600 60.94 0.99 61.43 0.95 62.00 0.91 62 0.859 62 0.809 62 0.753 
600 57 0.992 57 0.95 57 0.906 57 0.859 57 0.809 57 0.753 
675 72 1.224 72 1.163 72 1.098 72 1.031 72 0.96 72 0.882 
675 67 1.118 67 1.06 67 1 67 0.937 67 0.871 67.24 0.79 
675 62 1.026 62 0.979 63.04 0.93 63.68 0.88 63.68 0.88 67 0.799 
675 61.85 1.02 62.42 0.98 62 0.932 62 0.883 62 0.831 62 0.773 
675 57 1.023 57 0.979 57 0.933 57 0.883 57 0.831 57 0.773 
 
CFM WB SHR WB SHR WB SHR WB SHR WB SHR WB SHR 
525 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 
525 72.00 0.51 72.00 0.51 72.00 0.52 72.00 0.53 72.00 0.54 72.00 0.55 
525 67.00 0.69 67.00 0.70 67.00 0.72 67.00 0.74 67.00 0.76 67.00 0.79 
525 62.00 0.90 62.00 0.92 62.00 0.95 62.00 0.97 62.00 1.00 63.24 1.00 
525 59.91 1.00 60.46 1.00 61.00 1.00 61.59 1.00 61.59 1.00 62.00 1.00 
525 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 
600 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 
600 72.00 0.52 72.00 0.53 72.00 0.54 72.00 0.55 72.00 0.56 72.00 0.58 
600 67.00 0.72 67.00 0.73 67.00 0.75 67.00 0.78 67.00 0.80 67.24 0.84 
600 62.00 0.94 62.00 0.97 62.00 1.00 62.76 1.00 62.76 1.00 67.00 1.00 
600 60.94 1.00 61.43 1.00 62.00 1.00 62.00 1.00 62.00 1.00 62.00 1.00 
600 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 57.00 1.00 
675 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 78.11 0.26 
675 72.00 0.53 72.00 0.54 72.00 0.55 72.00 0.57 72.00 0.58 72.00 0.60 
675 67.00 0.75 67.00 0.77 67.00 0.79 67.00 0.81 67.00 0.84 67.24 0.88 
675 62.00 0.99 62.00 1.00 63.04 1.00 63.68 1.00 63.68 1.00 67.00 1.00 
675 61.85 1.00 62.42 1.00 62.00 1.00 62.00 1.00 62.00 1.00 62.00 1.00 
















































































55.00 60.00 65.00 70.00 75.00 80.00
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